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FROM THE SELECTMENS' DESK
1990 REPORT
On the whole 1990 has been a rather busy year. The reappraisal, even though
officially done in 1989, dragged on into the early months of 1990. When the
assessor came to do "pick-ups" there were many, many properties for her to
review; and, indeed, errors were found and refunds and abatements were made,
all of this resulting in late reports, short tempers and even later tax bills.
A recycling committee was formed shortly after Town Meeting and working with
a representative from Upper Valley, put together a grant proposal that earned
the Town matching funds for a covered recycling container. Because the old
landfill has yet to be covered, and we anticipate having to make changes, the
moveable container seemed the most flexible and sensible. Many thanks to that
committee, and especially to Kristin Bartlett, our very competent chairman, for
the many hours you all labored to get this recycling program started. Don't stop
now!
Another positive step at the Transfer Station was the removal of the metal pile.
We had hoped to find a new home for the tire pile also, but as yet there is not a
working solution.
Heavy rain this summer caused considerable damage to many places and the
Town recieved funds from both the state and federal governments for help in
repair. I would like to thank Fred Smith for doing all the paperwork, going to all
the meetings, and escorting all the state and federal officials around town to
view the damage. Without his effort, the town would not have received these
funds.
Last but not least I would like to thank Phyllis and Stacy for all the messages they
have delivered and the questions they have dealt with because none of us were
free to spend much time in the Selectmens' office during the daytime hours.
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SELECTMEN
Ruth N. LeClair, Chairman Fredric M. Smith









* David J. Powell
CHIEF OF POLICE
Jerri S. Bruno
* Edward J. Bruno, Sr.
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS







DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDENS
Daniel W. Hunter Frank W. Lund
Edwin I. Baker Harry A. Warburton
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Elizabeth T. Nelson Patricia S. Stephan
Viola I. Wright *Barbara S. Killoran





OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
John P. Hopkins
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Arthur W. Nelson Elizabeth T. Nelson Doris C. Newman
MODERATOR
Arthur G. Jillette
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Gerald H. Dickerman Daniel W. Hunter Christine P. Smith
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Rita E. Purmort Edwin I. Baker Gerald H. Dickerman
Daniel E. Hunter Beatrice M. Jillette Edward R. LeClair
Charles E. Ayotte Paul A. Barrett Kandra L. Palmer
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Rita E. Purmort Beatrice M. Jillette
Ruth N. LeClair Arthur W. Nelson
Gerald H. Dickerman






ALTERNATES TO PLANNING BOARD
Daniel W. Hunter Patricia S. Stephan Bruce E. Hefka





Roy R. Ball a
Arthur G. Jillette
ALTERNATES TO ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Evelyn T. O'Connor Ernest G. Dennis, Sr.
* no longer in office
Watering trough on Croydon Turnpike, now Route 31.
TOWN WARRANT
TOWN OF GOSHEN
The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11:00 AM to 7:30 PM
Town Meeting will Begin at 7:30 pm
To the inhabitants of the Town of Goshen in the County of Sullivan in said Goshen
in the County of Sullivan in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on Tuesday,
the 12th day of March, next at 11 of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. To see if the Twon will vote to adopt an optional veteran's exemption as printed
on the ballot: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28 V and VI for an
optional veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for veterans
seeking the exemption? The optional veterans' exemption is $100.00 rather than
$50.00.". If a majority of those voting on the question vote yes, RSA 72:28 V
and VI shall apply on April 1st following the vote.
3. To receive the reports of the Town Officers of Goshen and take any necessary action
thereon.
4. To see if the Twon will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in the
form of Tax Anticipation Notes in the Anticipation of Taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Three Thousand Dollars
($3,000.00) to be placed in a Planning Board Escrow account under the name of
Foxglove Development. These funds to be held until such time as further action
occurs on this subdivision. This sum is over and above the appropriaton in
Article 6.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money for General Government:
Town Officers Salary $23,800.00
Town Officers Expenses 12,500.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,000.00
Cemeteries 1,600.00
General Government Buildings 15,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 800.00
Planning and Zoning 3,500.00
Legal Expenses 1,500.00
Advertising and Regional Assoc. 564.00
Town Audit 500.00
TOTAL $60,764.00
7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixteen Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars (16,500.00) to be raised for the budget of the Goshen Police
Department. (Article inserted by petition. Not recommended by Budget Comm.)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of






9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
One Hundred Dollars ($4,100.00) to allow for One Dollar ($1.00) per hour raise
each for the roar! agent and the road agent assistant. This increase is not
reflected in Article 9. (This article is not recommended by the Budget Comm.).
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money for Highways, Streets, and Bridges.
Bridge Repair $ 4,000.00
Town Maintenance (Summer & Winter) 40,000.00
General Highway Dept. Expenses 13,000.00
Street Lighting 120.00
Highway Block Grant 15,853.00
T0TAL
$72,973.00
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money for Sanitation:
Solid Waste Disposal $40,000.00
Land Fill Testing 5,000.00
Septage Feasibility 500.00
Metal and Tire Removal 2,000.00
Recycling 2,000.00
TOTAL $49,500.00
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money for Health and Welfare:
Hospitals and Ambulances $ 2,850.00
Lake Sunapee Home Health Care 1,913.00
Sullivan Co. Hospice 250.00
General Assistance 5,000.00
TOTAL $10,013.00
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for
Culture and Recreation:






14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money for Debt Service:
Tax Anticipation Notes $10,000.00
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Eight Hundred Dollars
($800.00) for the Tax Map update and to authorize the withdrawal of this amount
for this purpose from the Tax Map Capital Reserve Fund.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money to be placed in Capital Reserve established at the 1990 Annual Meeting:
Highway Truck Capital Reserve $10,000.00
Reappraisal Capital Reserve 3,000.00
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand
Dollars ($9,000.00) for the purchase of a computer with its related supplies
accessories and software, and to enter into a lease/purchase agreement for
software tailored especially for New Hampshire Municipalities together with the
training and support connected with that software.
18. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose
of Construction and Reconstruction of Town owned Bridges. And to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) to be placed in this
fund and to designate the Road Agent and the Selectment as agents to expend.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Seven Thousand Two Hundred
Dollars ($7,200.00) for the 1st year of a lease purchase of a 4-wheel drive
vehicle for a Police Cruiser. (Article not recommended by the Budget Comm.).
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in the Police Dept. Cruiser Capital Reserve.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) for a new Police Radio (Article not recommended
by the Budget Comm. ).
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of
money for Miscellaneous Purposes:




23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectment to apply for,
receive and expend Federal and State Grants which may become available during
the course of the year, in accordance with RSA 31 :95-b and, also, to accept and
expend money from any other governmental unit or private source to be used for
purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate money.
24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen as agents to expend the
"Town of Goshen Bridge Repair and Replacement" Capital Reserve created in 1986
for the Lear Hill Bridge Project, and to withdraw the Town's portion of that
projects cost.
25. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Board of Selectment to sell Town
property as per RSA 80:42.
26. To take up any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-fifth day of February, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-one.
Frederic M. Smith
Da"vid W^Stepha^
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Town Hall at Mill Village - 1898.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts











Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes











a/c Property Taxes 104.30 179.70
Interest Collected on














Land Use Change Tax
Interest on Taxes




















Summary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of . . .
1989 1988 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
of Fiscal Year:





























Year Ending December 31, 1990
RECEIPTS :
1990 Auto Permit Fees:
855 Registrations $ 43,445.00
Dog- Licenses:





Total Dog Licenses - — - 452.00
Miscellaneous:
Certificate of Titles - - $ 281.00
UCC Filings 495.50
Transfer Station Permits 374.00
NSF Fee — 20.00
Copies — — — — 136.15





Sale of History of Goshen 80.00
Sale of Checklists 20.00
24 Buildings Permits 345.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment Fees 175.00
Sub-Division Fees 1,807.94
Dredge and Fill Application 4.00




Misc. - - 1-25
Total Miscellaneous Receipts 4,119.24
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 48,016.24
18
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING 1990
Auto Permit Fees - - $ 43,445.00
Dog Licenses - 452.00
Certificate of Titles 281.00
UCC Filings 495.50
Transfer Station Permits 374.00





Vital Statistics — 18.00
Marriage Licenses 120.00
Sale of History of Goshen 80.00
Sale of Checklist - 20.00
24 Building Permits — 345.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment Fees 175.00
Sub-Division Fees 1,807.94
Dredge and Fill Application -- 4.00










FOR THE YEAR 1990
RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR:
Land Use Change Tax $ 1,200.00
Property Tax 1990 575|266.83
Property Tax Interest 1990 1.36
Resident Tax 1990 3,510.00
Resident Tax Penalty 1990 18.00
Property Tax 1989 659,843.50
Property Tax Interest 1989 13,684.72
Resident Tax 1989 400.00
Resident Tax Penalty 1989 40.00
Redemptions 1989 45,022.93
Redemptions Interest of Sale 1989 2,234.04
Resident Tax 1988 10.00
Resident Tax Penalty 1988 1.00
Redemptions 1988 32,022.66
Redemptions Interest of Sale 1988 6,407.83
Redemptions 1987 10,145.82




RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK 1990





Sub-Division Engineering Fees 140.40
Zoning Regulations 21.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment Fees 1 75.00
Copies 136.15
History of Goshen 80.00
Marriage Licenses 120.00
Transfer Station Permits 374.00
Sale of Checklists 20.00
















N.H. Municipal Unemp. Comp. Fund Refund 180.10
Forest Land Reimbursement 1,014.17
Income from Depts.:
Police Dept. 175.00
Fire Dept. forest fire/training 332.84
Fire Dept. insurance/chimney 365.00
Welfare 173.16
Interest from closed invest, acct. 10.85
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council Refund 1,800.00
Deposit Town Hall 100.00
McCrilles & Eldridge refund 325.00
McCrilles & Eldridge dble pmt returned 6,3 1 2.00
Junk Yard License 25.00
Current Use Fees 113.00
Highway Emergency Mgt. Federal
(flood damage) 11,180.00
N.H. Emergency Mgt. State
(flood damage) 20,740.00
Zoning Board Fees 24.50
Tax Map Capital Reserve Fund 785.00
Capital Reserve Fund for Backhoe 2,425.31
TOTAL $86,554.44
SUMMARY OF GENERAL FUNDS ACCOUNT




TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES 650,000.00
C.D.'S and interest 1 76,43 1 .99
Interest from checking acct. 5,808.94
Total Funds $2,355,640.27
Less payments of vouchers 2,088,451.63
Less Check Charges 37.03
Less Encoding errors .13
Less Bad Checks 4,246.49
Deposited to Reappraisal Fund 10.85
Deposited to Planning Board Acct. 1,800.00
Less deposits for Dec. made in January 219,190.72
Plus voided checks 181.59
BALANCE ON HAND 12/31/90 $42,085.01
TIMBER ESCROW FUND
Passbook Savings Acct. S.R.S.B.
Balance on hand 1 / 1 /90 2,447.73
Interest for year 138.07
Balance on hand 12/31/90 2,585.80
21
REAPPRAISAL FUND
Balance on hand in investment acct.
Interest until 3/90 when transferred to
saving acct. at S.R.S.B.
Interest from last day of investment acct.
Interest for year from S.R.S.B.
Balance on hand 12/31/90
DUMP CLOSURE FUND
6 month certificate of deposit S.R.S.B.
Interest at maturity date 7/21/90
Interest at maturity date 1/20/91
Balance on hand as of 1/20/91
PLANNING BOARD ACCT.












Store & Post Office at the turn of the century.
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
1990
TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES
Kathleen Abel, Selectman 625.00
Ruth LeClair, SElectman 2,766.66
Ed Young, Selectman 266.66
Frederick Smith, Selectman 1,741.67
Wm. Hughes, Selectman 1,191.67
David Stephan, Selectman 366.67
Phillis Baker, Tax Collector/Town Clerk 12,600.00
Katherine Davis, Treasurer 1,425.00
Susan R. Hopkins, Treasurer 112.50
John Hopkins, Deputy Treasurer 337.50
David Stephan, Auditor 250.00
John P. Hopkins, Welfare Off. 225.00
John P. Hopkins, Health Off. 225.00
P. Dazet, Planning Board Chairman 200.00
Arthur Jillette, ZBA Chairman 133.33
Douglas O'Clair, ZBA Chairman 66.67
22,533.33
REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY
Cartographies, Consult. Ser. 1,003.45
Harlan A. Noyes 460.00
Ann Mooney, Assessment Rev. 2,727.00
4,190.45
PLANNING AND ZONING
Patricia F. Dazet, Supplies 218.96
Ruth LeClair, Supplies 34.00
Eagle Publications-Notice 177.77
P. Dazet, Telephone 2.68
Leon H. Geil, PE Eng. Serv. 1,086.87
Richard Hauger 140.00
NH Dept. of Transportation 60.00
G. Terwilliger, Sub. Div. Ref. 274.65
Pat Stephans, Supplies 25.00
Fred Smith, Mailers 4.40
Doug O'Clair, Supplies 23.50
2,047.83
LEGAL EXPENSES
L. Gardner, Atty. Tn. Office 3,052.90
Atty. M. Work, Research Deeds 450.00
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES
Stacey M. Wood, Asst. TC/TC 3,044.00
Phyllis Baker, Clerical 790.00
Tammy Goyette, Clerical 1 18.87
Beverly Hamilton, Clerical 100.00
N.E. Telephone 830.06
Tn Newport, Cty Tax Col Mtg 15.00
NH Tax Col Assoc. - dues 40.00
23
AT & T Leased Equipment 225.58
NADA-Mobile Home Appr Gde 80.00
Johnson Off Prod-Supplies 134.09
Phyllis Baker-Supplies 128.47
Registry of Deeds 374.65
Thompson Off Prod-Supplies 169.44
US Post Office-Postage 533.30
S & R Grocery-Cl Supplies 80. 1
K Abel-Home Phone calls 18.51
K Abel - supplies 6.95
NH Tax Col Assoc-Workshop 12.00
EAgle PUb-Public Notice 202.70
Treas-NH Dog License Fees 57.00
Treas-Marriage License Fees 99.00
David Stephan-Supplies 13.90
NH Assoc of Asses-Dues 23.50
Town Reports-Letter Man Press 1,656.00
Tax Bills-Homestead Press 51.40
Revised Statutes-NH 194.00
N Noyes-C/U Assess Cards 283.20
Nelson Hardware - Keys 6.00
State of NH - Supplies 8.86
MBS Inc. - Computer Serv. 1,200.00
Corner Book Store-Supplies 5.90
Letter Man Press 67.75
NH dept. Environmental SVC 32.00
Argus Champion 66.28
Homestead Press 99.50
Stamped Envelope Agcy-Eps 137.50
NH Municipal Assoc. - Dues 400.00
K. Davis Treas-Calculator 64.99
Valley Typwriter Serv. Cont. 90.00
Valley Typwriter Supplies 28.80
SRSB - Bank Checks 37.16
Cartographics-Tx Map Mtn 38.00
Fred Smith- Mileage 24.25
IRS - Late Payment Chg 226.74
SRSB- Safety Deposit Box 40.00
P. Baker T/C - Petty Cash 80.00
Business Equip. Depot 257.50









Harry Warburton Jr. - Labor 15.00
F. E. Galpin - Ballot Clerk 40.00
B.S. Killaran - Ballot Clerk 40.00
Argus Champion-Filing Dates 164.20
Sherwoods - Meals 19.80
24
Community Ch Circle-Meals 180.00
S & R Grocery - Meals 3.80
Ruth LeClair - Meals 24.84
Lois Stevens - Ballot Clerk 40.00
Kathleen Abel - Ballot Clerk 20.00
Elaine Ayotte - Ballot Clerk 40.00
Antoinette German 20.00





Edwin Baker-Dep. Fire Warden 13.50
Arthur Nelson-Warden 333.93
Fire Dept-Operating Funds 6,638.92
Edwin Baker-Mileage 13.65
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Dues 564.00
TOWN AUDIT EXPENSES
Plodzik & Sanderson PA 750.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 350.00
INT-TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE
Interest Exp - Tax Note 19,900.67
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Cheryl Warburton, Custod. 640.00
Harry Warburton, Custod. 73.00
Cheryl Warburton, Supplies 3.42
Jack McKenzie-Clean Tank 180.00
AT & T Leased Equipment 15.76
S & R Grocery - Supplies 33.91
Nelson Hardware - Supplies 20.75
Dennis Lumber-Supplies 15.20
D.W. Stephan - Supplies 23.46
Ed Young-Break In Repair 248.95
Dennis Lumber-Supplies 7.21
J. McKenzie Jr.-Pump Sep Tank 360.00
PSNH 854.74
Heating Oil-Corbett Fuel 2,045.97
PSNH-Town Hall/Fire Dept. 769. 1
8
PSNH 175.20
Corbett Oil - Rebuild Chimney 788.00
Corbett Oil - Finance Chg. 73.64
State of NH - Reg. Vehicles 6.00
6,334.39
BUILDING INSPECTION
Harry Warburton Bldg. Insp. 2 1 9.00
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
G. H. Caron & Son-Gravel 6,096.00




Jerri S. Bruno, Chief 2,452.00
David B. Fisher, Officer 906.50
Jerri S Bruno, Officer 1,008.00
Valley Central Dispatch 372.06
NETel 415.25
AT & T Leased Equipment 21.63
Wendall Veterinary Clinic 130.00
Staples Veterinary Clinic 20.00
Jerri Bruno 3.62
Nelson Hardware 56.22




RA. Sherburne Inc.-Supplies 59.00
St. of NH-Reg Vehicles 6.00
Newport Police Dept. Disp. 2,467.24
Staples Vet Clinic 55.00




Corbett Oil Co., Fuel Oil 2,193.37
NH Elec Cooperative Inc. 1,223.16
Merriam Graves-Oxy/Tanks 294.52
St of NH-Reg Vehicles 7.50
Equip Salv-Used Water Pump 134.00
Wirkala Bros-Serv Steamer 50.00
R & L Auto Parts 1 24.70
Cheever Tire 291.03
GHCaron& Son-Dozer Rep 200.00
Heath & Fields Inc.-Parts 57.04
NE Equip Co.-Parts 307.92
Bond Auto-Parts 75.08
Promex Inc-Vehicle Repair 214.00
Nelson Hardware 15.73
Twin Ridge Polaris 10.00
Ross Express 33.35
Hazelton Co Inc 273.62
R. N. Johnson Inc.-Parts 36.04
Goshen Cntry Store-Supplies 87.01
Goshen Auto Wrecking-Supplies 10.00
Fred Smith-Supplies 10.48
E. W. Sleeper-Sander Repair 191.53
Eds Equip. Serv-Repairs 706.03
Patten Auto Body 25.00
Hurd Engineering 266.00
Gilbert Inc-Repairs 117.60
Skeets Alternator Repairs 45.00
Corbett Oil-Finance Chg 23.25
R E Hinckley, Vehicle Fuel 2,340.10
Gen Hwy Dept-Dennis Lumber 256.24
26
G H Caron & Son - Gravel 340.00
F W Whitcomb-Cold Patch 216.78
NH Dept. of Transportation 1 87.00
Ted LeClair-Supplies 5.93
Paul Gagner-Supplies 8.00
LaValleys - Coleman Generator 648.95
Gen Hwy dept - Uniforms 652.46
Crown Linen Service 42.10
Penn Culvert-Ball Park Rd 1,095.41




Public Service of NH 1 02.90
SUMMER MAINTENANCE
David J. Powell, Sr. Rd. Agt. 1,440.00
David J. Powell, Sr.-Mileage 19.00
Mark S. Lord-Highway Labor 11,181.93
Mark S. Lord - Mileage 180.25
Richard A. White-Highway Labor 824.00
Dan Lord - Labor 13.50
Ed Anderson - Labor 13.50
Paul Gagner - Labor 4,235.21
Fred Smith-Spec Project 430.00
REHinkleyCo 1,956.77
Twin Ridge Polaris - Supplies 38.35
Bond Auto Parts-Parts 1,158.96
R & L Auto Parts-Parts 192.73
Dennis Lumber-Supplies 30.80
Penn Culvert Co-Supplies 988.49
Nelson Hardware-Supplies 12.99
F W Whitcomb-Materials 326.36
L E Weed-Materials 2,2 1 5.00
Harold Whiting-Pump Rep'r 104.00
G K Stetson 190.00
Gary Dame-Repair Sweeper 50.00
Mark Fiewelling 210.81
Howard Caron-Dead Tr Rem 250.00
Cheever Tire-Tractor Rep 75.98
Howard L. Caron-Rd Maint 2,467.50
Gans Tire Co 673.00
Pike Ind 33.15
Merriam Graves 148.45
Ron's Fix-it Shop 143.44
Fortress Babcock 21.00
Eds Equip Serv - Parts 35.71
E W Sleeper Co - Parts 817.20
B B Chain Co - Supplies 26.10
L S Heating Service 162.30
Don Davis Cons-Rd Maint 954.50
G H Caron & Son-Materials 10,660.00




David J. Powell, Sr. Rd Agt 8,226.00
David J. Powell, Sr. Mileage 38.25
Marks S. Lord-Highway Labor 6,314.00
Mark S. Lord-Mileage 40.75
Richard A. White -Highway Labor 56.00
L E Weed-Gravel 70.00
Akzo Salt Inc. - Road Salt 3,715.44
Ledgeland Sand/Gravel/Han 496.00









Roger M. Dame, Trf Sta Att 3,528.00
D J Powell, Sr. Trf Sta Att 354.00
Daniel Hunter Trf Sta Att 1,901.00
David S. Powell, Jr.-Labor 440.00
Mark Lord - Labor 186.00
Ralph Galpin, Jr.-Labor 72.00
Hoyt Trucking-Rubbish Rem. 4,983.90
Geiger Bros-Decals 214.17
Nelson Hardware 31.25
Nancy Avery-Stove Trf Sta 25.00
H C Gobin-Container Rent 8,736.18
Sullivan Cty Ref Disp Fee 18,068.58
38,540.08
LAND FILL TESTING





Safe Deposit Box-SRSB 20.00
Bradford IGA-Food 75.00




















Law Enforcement Liab 2,936.00






NH Munic Assoc-UC Fund 304.07
FICA RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
Town Officer Salary 1,684.61
Town Officers Expenses 261.25
Election & Registration 47.51












Cartographies-Tax Map Maint. 785.00
METAL & TIRE PILE DISPOS
Don Davis Construction 260.00
RECYCLING AREA ESTABLISHED
Dennis Lumber - Supplies 191.09
Recycling Committee 31.00




LAKE SUNAPEE HOME HEALTH 1,820.50
SULLIVAN COUNTY HOSPICE 250.00
SENIOR CENTER 150.00
Capital Reserve Fund - Highway Truck 10,000
Capital REserve Fund - ReAppraisal 3,000.00
Taxes Paid by Town - Tax Lien 161,119.73
Payment to County 8 1 ,95 1 .00
29
Payments to School 661,940.00
Treasurer State of N.H. 1 2,239.2
1
DISCOUNT/ABATEMENT/REFUND
S. Schendler-Refund prop, tax 50.00
Edna Benes-Refund prop, tax 1.06
Ida Roberts-Refund prop, tax 47.00
Paul D. Heusser-Refund prop, tax 4.16
Roland Gagnon-Refund regis. 1.00
Emil Despirito 86.63
Laurence Allen 97.15
John & Jean Anderson 1 18.49
Robert & Margaret Anderson 13.88
Charles & Elaine Ayotte 136.64
Ruth Ayotte 31.03
George & Helen Bailey 48.04
Allen & Verna Bartlett 285.02
Robert & Donna Beaulieu 1 12.09
Victor & Catherine Budney 40.57
John & Jean Chiaradonna 156.92
David Collings 4.27
Donald & Patricia Corriveau 59.78
Harold & Anne Cote 53.38
Henry Crawford 1 18.49
Thomas & June Damery 103.55
Deirdre E. Dane Trust 301.04
Gary & Marianne Dennis 83.27
Hilda Dubois 129.17
Eles Johnson 249.80
William & Patricia Hughes 246.59
Walter Korder 506.00
Gary Marlbrough 1 1 6.36
James & Harriet Malloch 12.81
Howard & Josephine Mason 46.97
Herman J. Mayer 17.08
Carl & Janet Merritt 8.54
Joseph & Barbara Mileti 155.86





Beraidino & Elisee Pasquale 65.12
Leon & Mable Pelkey 400.31
Isabelle Peterson 451.55
Noreen Fitzpatrick 218.16
William & Dorothy Frazier 24.55
Linda Furbush/Les.Petruno 162.26
Frederick & Linda Faulkner 82.20
Roland & Lorette Gagnon 371.49
Richard Goyette 175.07
Raymond Griswold, Jr. 397.12
Alfred & Joyce Guilimette 55.51
Robert & Frances Hadley 63.39
Sheri Moen 76.86
30
Robert & Jean Hodgmen 100.62
Mark & Clara Holden 471.84
Frank & Marion Hook 122.76
John Hooper 566.84
Milton & Elizabeth Huston 238.05
William & Joan Italiano 81.13
Sherrill Peterson 870.01
George LeClerc, Jr. 56.58
Earl & Elanora Brightman 1 1 2.09
George & Theresa LeClerc 7.47
John, David & Alan Pike 145.18
Howard Pratt 263.67
Joseph & Salann Ross 99.28
Orest & Elinor Salmoiroghi 99.28
Lawrence Sargent 361.88
Robert Skinner 61.92
Carlyle & Helen Smith 44.84
Robert & Muriel Straw 282.89
Virginia Warburton 53.38
Donald & Pauline Wenworth 134.51
Walter & Daisy Wetmore 188.95
Frederic & Anita Woodworth 1 60. 1
3
Sylvia Meier Peterson 305.31
Mark C. Flewelling , Jr. 4.00
Janet s. McGhee 10.29
Roy E. Stanwood 1911
Thelma Carrick 0.30
Leo & Carla Casagrandi 88.39
Goshen Forest Trading Co. 3.07
Richard & Elaine Greene 73.00
Herbert/Margaretha Howard 12.81
Donald & Nancy Jordon 207.69
Gordon Terwilliger 197.49
Evelyn S. Hassler 12.41
Charles Pearson 9.75
Richard Lamery 9.75
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
Description
Town Hall, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Library, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Fire Department, Land and Buildings
Equipment
Transfer Station, Land Only and














SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1990
Value of Land Only
Current Use (at C.U. Values)
Residential
Commercial





Value of Buildings Only
Residential
Commercial/Industrial




Public Utilities - Electric
Valuation Before Exemptions
Elderly Exemptions (21)
NET VALUATION ON WHICH









Board of Selectmen Goshen
Town Office
Goshen
j^iate of |Nem ^ampsl]tre
department of ^Reucnue ^ministration





P~ ' , *._„,.„ ^Sircctor'.'. ' ~i"~r~***.t ---=-?
TCorraine ^f. Jlacctte
'
n _. . Assistant ^lircdor
S JW :t . !N.H.
]M
Dear Sirs-'
Your 1990 Tax Rate has been computed and set. The tax rate,
its breakdown, the amount to be committed to the tax collector,
the appropriations due other municipal entities, the amount of overlay,
and the net valuation used to calculate the tax rate are listed below
as follows:
1990 Tax Rate and Commitment
1990 Tax Rate
1990 Amount to be Committed to Tax Collector
21.99-
899,683


















Net Valuation Used in Setting the Tax Rate
34,881
41,053, 332





REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
1990
In 1990 your fire department answered 23 calls with 179 men responding.
Records show 368 hours of fire related service to the town and 920 hours
contributed to cleanup, training and meetings. Reported fire loss is recorded at
$29,500.
Your firefighters are ALL volunteer. They do not receive compensation for their
time and leave their work, beds, supper tables and friends to serve their com-
munity when called.
This year your fire department purchased a used 1 ton 4x4 mini pumper to
replace the Ford tanker on loan from the State. This will give us a light, fast
engine to respond to grass & brush fires, check the dump, smoke investigations
and other calls where lights and communications are needed. This vehicle was
purchased with funds earned by the firefighters and is now Town property.
Our annual auction and other fund raising activities earned over $1 ,800 (net) for
our equipment fund. Please call 863-2055 or 863-3143 for pickup of salable
donations.
1 991 will mark our 25th annual auction. Through the years we have earned over
$40,000 for equipment.
Please remember, to report a fire in Goshen dial 542-5155. Please use this
number for FIRE EMERGENCY ONLY.
For burnig permits call Forest Warden Arthur Nelson at 863-1509. For all other
fire department business call 863-2055 or 863-3143.
I offer my sincere thanks to the officers and firefighters of the deparment for
their many hours of work and participation, a special thanks to the wives and
families for sharing them with us, when firefighters have responded to a call, and
to the dispatchers, auction crew, town officials and to the citizens and taxpayers
for the help and cooperation given to make the Goshen Volunteer Fire Depart-
ment a very effective service to the town.
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin I. Baker, Chiefs
This Is The "New " 4x4 Mini Pumper
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GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
TREASURER'S REPORT 1990
RECEIPTS
Balance January 1, 1990 $12,689.75
1990 Town Appropriation 6,638.92
Auction & Raffle 2,189.75
Donations 180.00
Interest 58.77







Dennis Lumber 1 1 7.42
Association Dues 40.00














Balance of Dec. 31, 1990 $11,020.91
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur W. Nelson, Treasurer
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
During Calendar Year 1990, the State ofNew Hampshire experienced an average
number of wildfires. The three leading causes of these wildfires were fires
kindled without a fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden, permit fires that
escaped control and rekindled fires. All of these fires are preventable, but ONLY
with our help.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with forest fire prevention.
New Hamshire State Law (RSA 224:27 II) requires that, "No person, firm or
corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause to be
burned any material in the open, except when the ground is covered with snow,
without first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden of
the town where the burning is to be done."
Violations of RSA 224:27 II and the other burning laws of the State of New
Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or a year
in jail and you are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
The State ofNew Hampshire, Division of Forests and Lands assisted many towns
in wildland fire suppression during 1990, including a 262 acre fire in Moulton-
boro and several fires in Hooksett.
In 1990, the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands trained 844 local
Wardens and Deputy Wardens in the Incident Command System (ICS), an
incident management system for all types of emergencies. In 1991, Wardens will
be trained in the use of Class A foam in wildfire suppression.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please
contact your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or the Division of
Forests and Lands at 271-2217.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1990
STATE DISTRICT TOWN OF
GOSHEN
Number of Fires 489 32 -0-
Acres Burned 473 38 -0-
Forest Fires -








Regular meetings were held at the Firehouse at 7:30 p.m. on the fourth Wednes-
day of each month, at which various questions and problems were addressed.
The electric company donated ten trees and shrubs which were planted at the
monument at Gunnison Lake and at other locations in town.
The third week in July a hiking trail was constructed on the south side of
Gunnison Lake by the International Work Camp under the direction of Conser-
vation Commission members and with the help ofJohn and Lillian Scranton, Sue
Scalers and others. They also cleaned and mowed around the monument. A
bridge was built over a Spring brook by members from East and West Germany
which was euphmisticaly named by them "The International United German-
American Bridge".
A mutually satisfactory agreement was made with the snowmobile club regard-
ing their trail over the property.
The south boundary of the Gunnison Lake property was perambulated and the
bounds renewed in late October.











Trustees of the Olive G. Pettis Library met quarterly to conduct the business of
the Library on the second Monday of January, April, July and October.
Viola Wright is chairman. Harold Barker was elected treasurer upon the expira-
tion of Phyllis Baker's term. In April Patricia Ash was welcomed as a new
member.
At the July meeting the Board accepted, with regret, the resignation of Barbara
S. Killoran. Barabara resigned because she and her husband were in the process
of moving from Goshen. Patricia Stephan was appointed to the secretary's job.
The Trustees assisted the Friends ofthe Library at their annual book fair in June.
The Reverend Ronald G. Whitney, librarian, reported that 200 patrons hold
library cards, 25 of whom applied for the card in 1990. Of the 528 books,
magazines and tapes borrowed 176 were children's books. Over 100 new books
were added to the collection and 12 magazine subscriptions were renewed.
Treasurer Harold Barker reported $732.24 was spent on new books in 1990. An
anti-drug video tape for hcildren was received free from the TVAcademy ofArts
and Sciences. It is available for circulation. A new bookcase for paperback books
was a welcome addition to library shelving.
A book of local interest added to the collection is A History of Glass Making in
New England by the Yankee Bottle Club History Committee. The chapter,
"Glassworks of Keene" was written by Arthur Nelson. Library Trustee Elizabeth




OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1990
Balance on hand, January 1, 1990 $5,106.20
Receipts, town appropriation, 1990 3,800.00
Total Available $8,906.20
Expenditures
Ronald G. Whitney, Librarian $1,344.72
Internal Revenue Service, Social Security 221.78
PSNH 174.15
New England Telephone 345.65
Corbett Oil Co. 1,131.63
Custodial Service 45.00
Barrett Press, printer 24.00




































Elizabeth T. Nelson, Treasurer
Downtown Goshenfrom the Church Steeple.
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NH/VT SOLID WASTE PROJECT
1990 REPORT
The New Hampshire/Vermont Solid Waste Project has performed its functions
of providing facilities for the final disposal of municipal solid waste and disposal
of ash residue form the waste-to-energy facility successfully this year. We have
also continued work in the planning for a completely integrated solid waste
management facility which will encompass not only the operations of an ash
landfill and waste-to-energy plant, but also a comprehensive recycling, reduc-
tion, and reuse program and a means of handling the special waste stream.
The litigation between the Project and the design, engineering and construction
firms over their performance of contracted obligations is ongoing. A resolution
of th is matter is expected in the Spring of 1991.
The Wheelabrator Claremont waste-to-energy facility has continued to perform
as designed. The plant was shut down in May and September for scheduled
preventative maintenance. These shutdowns were of short duration (2-3 days).
In September, a plant modification was performed to the economizer section of
the boilers to increase the efficiency of the plant. The waste-to-energy facility
was cited on May 17th by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services for allowing excess emissions ofCO 2 to take place. Corrective action was
taken and this situation no longer exists.
Deliveries of trash to the facility have not been as high as predicted this year.
There are several reasons for this. Among the reasons are increased participa-
tion in residential and commercial recycling, waste diversion, and a slow econ-
omy. The resulting shortfall in tonnage due to the above reasons caused Wheel-
brator Claremont Co., L.P. to allow the Project to enter the spot rubbish market
to seek tonnage to fulfill the contractural obligations. This effort has been
reasonably effective and will minimize any penalty that may be incurred for
under delivery.
Planning for the second stage ofthe ash landfill has commenced. Nobis Engineer-
ing Inc. of Concord, New Hampshire is preparing conceptual plans for this
expansion. Once these plans are accepted, they will then proceed to the final
design and permitting process. The first stage of the landfill is expected to reach
capacity in the Spring of 1992. In order for us to be ready to use the second stage
in a timely manner, construction of the second stage should be completed during
the construction season of 1991. Monies for this expansion will come from the
Capital Reserve Fund.
Carl Hirth, Solid Waste Planner for the Southern Windsor/Windham Counties
Solid Waste Mangement District has administered the Vermont State Planning
Grant during 1 990. Grant funding was received and output reports were submit-
ted to the Agency of Natural Resources in preparation for submitting a Twenty
Year plan for the entire District. This plan should be completed by Spring 1990.
In early 1990, consultants from R.W. Beck and Dufresne & Henry, began the
process of developing various systems to cost out and analyzed options for the
handling of the total waste stream. The consultants developed a Draft Report in
early 1990 and a Final Report was presented in September 1990. They concen-
trated on specific segments ofthe waste stream including traditional recyclables
and special wastes, for example, tires, appliances, and demolition/construction
material. They costed out essentially three different types of systems.
Systems I & II were locally organized for collection, processing, and marketing of
recyclables. Systems III & IV were locally organized collection with centralized
processing and marketing. A facility called a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF)
would prepare the recyclables for end markets. System V was an entirely central-
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ized mixed waste processing facility. In addition, in all systems a by-pass landfill
for non-combustible waste was costed out. The continued operation of the
waste-to-energy facility and ash landfill also was assumed. As ofNovember 1990,
the District has not made final recommendations on preferred systems.
Three Vermont District Towns, Cavendish, Ludlow, and Weathersfield are man-
aging most parts of the waste stream at their transfer stations and recycling
centers. In 1990, Windsor and Springfield are planning expanded recycling
collection programs and drop-off sites, and Westminster is going to expand their
curbside recycling program. Many District towns however, cannot handle all
their waste stream, in particular recyclables and special wastes such as tires.
The Vermont District therefore is required to plan for the management of the
entire waste stream according to the State Legislation Act 78. New Hampshire
does not have similar legislation.
Recycling in the entire NH/VT Solid Waste Project area, although mostly handled
by the private sector, individual towns, and intertown agreements is a major
goal. The Project supports the efforts of member towns who have intitiated
public sector residential recycling. In New Hampshire 12 of 16 towns, and in
Vermont, 9 of 13 towns, have a recycling collection program. As of December
1990, three New Hamphshire towns have instituted mandatory residential pro-
grams. One Project town recently chose not to go mandatory, but instituted
voluntary recycling collection programs integrated with user fees for trash.
Towns market their recyclables in various ways including; local users, local
haulers, local processors, and the New Hampshire Resource Recovery
Association.
In addition, the Project supports aggressive commercial recycling and reduc-
tion. Many private haulers offer separate collection of corrugated cardboard
from businesses. The collection of high grade paper, both copying and computer
paper, has also expanded in the Project are in 1990. Most of the commercial or
institutional recycling is done in conjunction with privata haulers and private
processors.
In 1990, the Project also co-sponsored two Special Waste Collection Days includ-
ing tires. In addition, the Project shipped 20 - 55 gallon drums, approximately 6
tons, of household batteries for appropriate disposal. Annual Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Days however, were not held, instead opting for
consideration of a permanent collection site. Finally, a New Hmapshire State
Grant for metals collection containers was applied for and awarded in late 1990.




During 1990 the Planning Beard gave final approval to two small subdivisions and
answered questions, held discussions and reviewed applications for several more.
Early in the year it held a hearing on a major subdivision proposed for Rand Pond.
In August, a joint meeting of Goshen Town Boards, sponsored by the Planning Board
and chaired by the Board of Selectmen was held. Its purpose was to clear up any
confusion in interpreting town zoning ordinances and to address other concerns of
the various town boards and agencies.
Because subdivision review applications, in general, were down, the Board spent
time trying to spur interest in the formation of a Capital Improvement Plan for
Goshen, which it strongly supports. Some preliminary study on Commercial Zoning
Regulations / Site Plan Review was also done. In October the Board, reluctantly,
put the C.I. P. on hold until after town meeting.
Two Planning Board members attended workshops at Upper Valley Regional Planning
Council and the Montshire Museum.
With the resignation of Bill Hughes, as a selectman, the Board of Selectmen were
unable to furnish an alternate, to represent you, at Planning Board meetings.
With the retirement of Chairperson, Patricia Dazet, on, or, about January 1st,
I was left with the responsibility of chairmanship; my appreciation to Pat Stephan,
secretary; Lillian Scranton, Dan Hunter and Bruce Hefka, for their support, after
I had to assume the chair.
The Goshen Planning Board meets twice a month, on the first and last Tuesday, at
7pm, at the Town Hall. The meetings are open to the public.
tfully submitted,
Roland T. Gagnon, Chairman
#5 Sckoolhouse on Little Cross Road.
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LAKE SUNAPEE HEALTH CARE
(Lake Sunapee Home Care and Hospice)
(Lake Sunapee Community Health Service)
1990 Report of Services Provided in Goshen
1990 was a year of change and growth for Lake Sunapee Home Health
Care. In February, we changed our name to Lake Sunapee Health Care
and affiliates, Lake Sunapee Home Care and Hospice and Lake Sunapee
Community Health Services. We also merged with the Hospice of the
Kearsarge Valley and now provide hospice volunteers as an
additional service.
Demand for patient care increased due in part to more requests from
physicians, hospitals, insurers, and people in the community.
Professional and support staff responded to the growing need by
maintaining demanding patient caseloads throughout the year.
During the year we received memorial and general donations which
were important and greatly appreciated. These gifts enabled us to
provide care to people who would otherwise be unable to afford it.




Home Health Aide 58
Companion (2 hr. visit) 8
Child Health Clinic 30
Social Service 1
Blood Pressure Screening 7
Foot Care 2
Flu Shots 8
Thank you for your continued support of our agency and its







UPPER VALLEY LAKE SUNAPEE COUNCIL
1990 Report
Services to Towns:
Four types of basic services are available to member Towns:
— Information: we maintain a library of pertinent planning information,
and have a capable staff with expertise in many areas of planning.
— Advise: perhaps our most valuable service. We spend a lot of time on the
telephone and in our office simply giving advice on planning issues, based on our
cumulative experience and expertise.
— Hands-On Help: "hands-on" services are one step beyond advice. Exam-
ples include: reviewing an ordinance, providing a linkage to a state or federal
program, reviewing a proposed development project, explaining how a certain
aspect of planning usuallyworks and investigating what is appropriate in a given
situation, exploring alternative solutions for a particular problem.
—In-Depth Support: we do transportation planning, master plans, ordinan-
ces, natural resouce planning, capital improvement programs, impact fee stu-
dies, opinion surveys, impact studies for large projects, and other special studies
of many sorts. A number of towns also take advantage of our circuit rider
planning program. Usually, we must charge in addition to dues for support in
depth, to meet our expenses and break even. This type of support is available
only to member communities (we do not do any work for private companies or
individuals), and at far less cost than comparable expertise from a private
consulting firm.
Mill Buildings at Lear Hill Bridge.
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GOSHEN VITAL STATISTICS









Andrew Anthony Gee, to Clarence Andrew Gee, Sr.
and Arlene Rose Vanguilder.
Brayelle Caitlin Cooper, to Scott Richard Cooper
and Beth Matthys.
Heather Ashley Blackwood, to Robert Keith Blackwood
and Susan Marie Felie.
Cindy Marie Pelletier, to Allan John Pelletier
and Emma Corrine Armstrong.
Nathaniel Tyler Shinners, to Peter Hayes Shinners
and Kathleen Denise Snider.
Anthony Isaac Lambert, to Anthony Joseph Lambert
and Lynn Susan Fortini.








Harry G. Bartlett, died in Newport, N. H.
Son of George B. Bartlett and Grace A. Moody.
Paul E. Hamelin, died in Newport, N. H.
Son of Emery J. Hamelin and Georgianna Hamelin.
John P. Fitzpatrick, died in Newport, N. H.
Son of John P. Fitzpatrick, Sr. and Mary Griffin.
Frances Galpin, died in New London, N. H.
Daughter of Walter B. Leach and Laura E. Zwicker.
Robert A. Straw, died in Claremont, N. H.







Brian Sinclair Farrell of Charlestown, N. H. and
Lorraine Marie Currier of Goshen, N. H.
Arnold Joseph Antak of Norfolk, Mass. and
Carol E. Beargeon of Norfolk, Mass.
Keith Alan Caron of Goshen, N. H. and
Ronna L. Johnson of Newport, N. H.
Richard Michael Robinson of Goshen, N. H. and
Marlene R. Williams of Goshen, N. H.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Town Clerk
u)
Rand Pond 100 years ago.
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NAME DESCRIPITION LAND VALUE BUILDINGS TAX
ABEL , KATHLEEN MAP 209- 1 00 $49,800 $48,950 $2,171.51
ALBANCENTO, PETER MAP 401-26 $75,350 $33,950 $1 ,506.97 C/U
ALLEN , LAWRENCE MAP 201-24 $131 ,050 $78,100 $2,642.56 C/U
AMBLER, RICHARD ?.- PAMELA MAP 209-57 $102,350 $41 ,300 $3 ,158.86
ANAGNO,MARY J MAP 411-25 $30 ,400 $668.50
ANDERSEN, EDWARD i,. JOYCE MAP 209-120 $37,050 $89,350 $2,790.53
ANDERSON, GAR'i 5-. CATHERINE MAP 207-10.3 $24,100 $529 . 96
ANDERSON , JOHN ?.-. JEAN MAP 209-65 $71 ,750 $16,.950 $1 ,950.51
" " MAP 209-64 $33,900 $745.46
ANDERSON, JOHN !• KENNETH MAP 203-2 $117,750 $2,589.32
ANDERSON, ROBERT ?, MARGARET MAP 202-28.12 $43,500 $92,100 $2,711 .94
ANDREWS, RICHARD 'U JOYCE MAP 411-24 $34,550 $759 .75
APHOLT , PAUL MAP 209-10 $15,550 - . $341 .94
" " MAP 209-11 $17,350 $7,150 $530.76
APHOLT, PAUL ?.. ELEANOR MAP 209- 1
2
$53,750 $1,181 .96
ASH, ALBERT P ?< PATRICIA L MAP 407-6 $40 ,900 $26 ,350 $1 ,246.97 C/U
ATK I NSON-DAV T S CORP MAP 402-6 $13,800 $24.20 C/U
ATKINSON-DAVIS CORP MAP 40S-2 $75 ,500 $09.72 C/U
AUSTIN, MAURICE JR !<EEVERLY MAP 404-11 $30 ,550 $671 .79
AVERY , JOHN I ,11 WHOLLY MAP 203-24 $67 , 1 00 $110.33 C/U
AVERY , STEVEN %, HERBERT MAP 404-10 $30,350 $67,000 $2,140.73
AYOTTE, ADELQRD R Z: EVA C MAP 201-34 $57,900 $77,250 $1 ,535,74 C/U
AYOTTE, ADELORD R h EVA C MAP 406-11 $95,450 $57.39 C/U
AYOTTE CHARLES E ?-. ELAINE F MAP 208-24 $40 , 600 $49,400 $1 ,489 .30
AYOTTE, DAVID ?.; LISA MAP 201-16 $35 ,050 $9 ,200 $973.06
AYOTTE, GEORGE E I: DOROTHY E MAP 206-12.2 $35,150 $63,200 $2,162.72
AYOTTE, GEOROE E S< DOROTHY E MAP 206-11 $20,750 $5 ,600 $579.44
AYOTTE, RUTH A MAP 208-9 $31 ,400 $36,550 $$1 .494.22
AYOTTE, RUTH A MAP 208- 1 $10 ,800 $1 ,350 $267.18
AYOTTE, THOMAS A ?< JENNIE E MAP 206-2 $33,100 $62,300 $2,207.80
BACKSIDE REALTY TRUST MAP 411-9 $78,850 $1 ,733.91
DA I LEY, DONALD b. MARY ANN MAP 209-32 $39,950 $40,950 $1 ,783.99
BAILEY, GEC'RSC K HELEN MAP 209-91 $49,750 $13, 200 $1 ,384.27
BAILEY, NANCY LEE i>. BARBARA MAP 206-34 $17,350 $14,650 $703.60
BAILEY, STEPHEN R SR 5- RUTH M MAP 204-1 $46,700 $232,950 $6,149.50
BAKER, EDWIN I ?; PHYLLIS M MAP 402-11 $109 ,500 $70,400 $2,319.27 C/U
BAKER, THOMAS & MARSHA MAP 409-4 $34,600 $760.85
" " MAP 409-2 $9,600 $2 11.1
BALLA, ROY R %>. RAE N MAP 205-22 $92,200 $400 $363.69 C/U
BALL A, ROY R ?< RAE N MAP 205-23 $67,450 $119,000 $3,376.69 C/U
BARKER, HAROLD E i< LUCY B MAP 204-19 $64 ,900 $50 , 050 $2,703.67
BARON, KENNETH .;. CYNTHIA MAP 204-16 $22 , 350 $56,550 $3 ,735.01
BARRETT, PAUL i< JEAN MAP 410-4 $77,200 $59 , 650 $3 , 009 . 33
DARTLETT , ALLAN •:< VERNA MAP 209-39 $94,050 $200 $2,072.56
BARTLETT , GORDON C MAP 209-98 $140,900 $68,550 $4,387.01 C/U
EARTLETT, GORDON C MAP 410-2 $99 ,110 $2,179.43 C/U
BARTLETT, GORDON C MAP 410-10 $17,400 $15.33 C/U
BARTLETT, MICHAEL MAP 205-3 $40,700 $61 ,200 $2,240.73
BARTLETT, PHYLLIS MAP 202-30 $91 ,500 $27.66 C/U
BARTON, EDWIN 5< EVELYN MAP 403-1. $12,600 $1 ,315.00
BEAULIEU, ROBERT 5, DONNA MAP 403-1 $12,600 $277.07
BELLENGER, LAWRENCE/WHITE M MAP 412-11 $42 ,200 $49,200 $1 ,959.98
BENES, EDNA l- EMIL MAP 202-36 $28,000 $24,100 $1 ,145.63
BENNETT, RICHARD A ?/. DOROTHY MAP 202-5 $44 , 750 $99,950 $3,131 .95
BERGERON, HOWARD 5< PAULENE MAP 209-104 $28,550
'
$21.11 C/U
BERKELEY , HAROLD MAP 207-10.1 $20 , 250 $445.30
" " MAP 207-10.2 $'•21 ,000 $461 .79
BERRY , DUANE MAP 204-21 $7,250 $159.43
BEVELACOUE, DALE 5, KIMDERLY MAP 202-25 $65,700 $102,500 $3,698.72
BEVILACQUA, KEVIN D ?: TRACEY MAP 202-24 $43 ,000 $ 1 05 , 200 $3,368.87
BEVILACQUA,L0UI5' D %-. ELAINE H MAP 203-1 $83,850 $83,200 $3,091 .40 C/U
BEYERIE , KAREN /NIGHTENGALE ,R ,M MAP 202-20.2 $33,200 $840.02
BLACKWOOD, ROBERT JR/SUSAN M MAP 202-4 $52 , 300 $80,400
,
$2,913.07
BOARDMAN, JUAN V ! BARBARA J MAP 207-2 $36,050 $41 ,2,50
'
$1 ,699.83
BOOTH , LEONARD , CYNTHIA AMD MAP 205-5 $36,000 $60 , 050 $2,395.81
HUNTINGTON
BRAYFIELD, WILLIAM MAP 206-6 .
1
$21 ,650 $6,550 $620.12
BRIGHTMAN, EARL h, ELEANOR MAP 403-1 $12,600 $277.07
BUA, JOSEPH 5, PATRICIA MAP 209-17 $64,250 $50- $1,413. 96
BUCCAFUSCA , MARY MAP 205-2 $44,700 $65,950 $2,433.19
BUDNEY, VICTOR & CATHERINE MAP 201-9 $60,750 $27,600 $1 ,942.32
BURFORD, ROBERT i, LOIS MAP 209-25 $50,500 $15,850 $1 ,459.04
" " MAP 209-26 $5,100 $112.15
,i ,, MAP 203-5 $23,850 $62,300 $2,004.39
" " MAP 209-42.2 $6,050 $133.04
DURNHAM , DAVID B ?/ LORENE G MAP 206-5 $34,350 $74,350 $2,390.31
BURNS , MARK MAP 209-74 $98,600 $20,900 $2,627.81
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CAMARGO . JDRGi :/JIMIMEZ , N YD I
A
CANNIFF, PAUL ' JOYCE
CANNON, PETE" ". ELAINE
CARLETON , SANDRA L
CARLSON, JOHN A S, VIRGINIA P
CARLSON, JGIIN - I VIRGINIA P
CARLSON, JOHN A ?.. VIRGINIA P
CARNEVALE.HENRr G '', FAY E
CARON, GARY •. ROBERTA A
CARON, GEORGE * ALBERT CARON
CARON GEORGE R & ELIZABETH L
CARON, HOWARD L i>. PRI3CILLA M
CARRICK,THELMA D
CARTLEDGE , NANCY 'BEYERLE ,K
CASAGRANDA, CARL N








CASALE, VINCCNT.'KARAMALLY . MA
CA3TANHA, MICHAEL i, BRENDA
CHAPIN, ROBERT A S- SHIRLEY M
CHART I ER, ALVINA V
CHIARADONNA, JOHN S, JUNE
CHIARADONNA, WILLIAM & ARLENE
COFIELD, JUAN & JAMES
COLBY, WILLIAM R & JOYCE D
COLLI NO, DAVID
CONROY , PHILIP E ?;
COMROY, PHILIP E !•<
COOK, JOHN W & DEN
COOPER, SCOTT R
CORRIVEAU, DONALD
CORRIVEAU, SANDRA A It SYLIVA
COTE, HORALD %>. ANNE
COVIT, STUART & ANDREW
CRAWFORD , G . HENRY
CURRIER, MICHAEL D
CUSANELLI , DOROTHY E
CUSANELLI , DOROTHY E
DALEY, CHRISTOPHER Z>. CAROL
DAME, ROGER M !, EARLINE C
DAMERY , THOMAS ?-. JUNE
DANE,DEIRDRE E TRUST
DAVIS, DONALD A & ALICE M
DAVIS, EDMUND C 5- KATHERINE C
DAVIS, STUART
DAZET, DONALD ?•- PATRICIA F
DE BAUN ALICE &NEUHAUSER , E
DEGROFP, HERBERT & B03SE.LYNN
DEN I CO, WARREN S< CATHERINE
DENNIS, ERNEST JR ?< BARBARA
DENNIS ERNEST JR & BARBARA
DENNIS ERNEST JR !< BARBARA
DENNIS, GARY & MARIANNE
DENNIS ERNEST SR •=-. LILLIAN
DENNIS, ERNEST SR S< LILLIAN
DESPIRITO, EMIL I




DEXTER, WILLIAM ?- KATHLEEN
DICKERMAN, GERALD 5, BETTY
D I CKERI1AN, GERALD •" BETTY












































































































































































































































































































































































NAME DESCRIPITION LAND VALUE BUILDINGS TAX
CONNER, LILLIAN J. MAP 209-119 $36,500 $36,650 $1,333.67
DORR, GEORGC a JR MAP 412-31 $141,750 $192,000 J7.289.16
DORR, GEORGE A JR MAP 412-30 $7,950 * 174. 82
DORR, GEORGE A JR. MAP 411-25 $30,400 $668.50
DOWN TO EARTH, INC MAP 412-27 $69,050 $1,518.41
DUBOIS, HILDA MAP 209-7 $33,400 $734.47
DUBOIS, HILDA B MAP 209-8 $59,300 $21,900 $1,785.39
DU3TIN, JOHN i: JOANNE MAP 209-82 $36,200 $24,450 $1,333.69
DUTRA, JOHN JR & LYN MAP 208-4 $30,250 $32,100 $1,310.38
EASTLAND, MICHAEL S< SANDRA MAP 412-9 $29,000 $637.71
EDE3, SHIRLEY A MAP 201-4 $45,150 $39,250 $2,955.46
EGAN,J./C. ?, FERGUSON MAP 202-2,3 $52,200 $10,650 $544.45 C/U
ERICK50N,CARL G MAP 412-16 $167,300 $235,800 $9,312.06 C/U
EI-HLOM, PETER 5< MARION 3 MAP 411-13 $15,350 $54,600 $1,538.20
EKHGLM, PETER 5-. MARION 5 MAP 411-16 $32,100 $33.78 C/U
E5PADA , JORGE 5- MAT03 , SYLVIA MAP 206-6.2 $16,350 $359.54
FA I RBANKS , M I R I AM MAP 411-14 $13. BOO $303 . 46
FANCY, PHYLLIS MAP 209-11 $13,500 296.87
FAULKNER, FREDRICK §< LINDA MAP 205-10 $39,950 $51,550 $2,012.09
FENNESSEY , RAYMOND MAP 209-93 $68,550 $22,000 $2,008.79
FIELD, CARSON ?-< DOROTHY MAP 204-14 $45,350 $51,000 $2,068.74
F ILK INS. DONALB & JUDITH MAP 203-15 $25,400 $59,350 ' $1,863.65
FITZPATRICK,JOHN 5< MARGARET MAP 201-33 $42,800 $131 ,
r
500 $3,832.86
FITZPATRICK, NOREEN MAP 209-71 $76,300 $18;,600 $2,086.05
FLANDERS, DARDON & LINDA MAP 202- IB $23,100 $30.30 C/U
" " MAP 402-13 $146,150 $2,405.49 C/U
FLEWELLING, MARK JR ?< TAMMY MAP 401-4 $35,150 $67,950 $2,267.17
FLEWELLING MARK SR . ?< BEVERLY MAP 204-6 $4,700 $1,050 $76.44
MAP 204-31 $26,750 $538.23
FOREST FUTURES CORP MAP 404-19 $29,150 $26.39 C/U
FOWLER, DENNIS * KELLY MAP 204-29.1 $15,000 $30,250 $995.05
MAP 204-29.2 $200 $4.40
FOX DAVID * EDNA MAP 402-10 $26,400 $36,650- $1,336.47
FOURNIER, DOUGLAS/WENTZELL L MAP 203-11 $55,300 $1,216.05
MAP' 20 1 -32 $53 , 250 $101, 600 $3 , 405 . 1
5
" " MAP 206-8 $90,750 $1,995.59
FRAZIER, WILLIAM ?: DOROTHY MAP 209-34 $43,500 $20,950 $1,527.21
FREEPORT DEVELOP. INC MAP 409-5 $11,200 $31.67 C/U
" " MAP 409-3 $23,400 $102.91 C/U
FUNDERBERG , CYNTHIA MAP 205-28 $14,450 $317.76
FURBUSU , L I NDA/FETRUMG , LE3L I E MAP 209-29 $71,1 00 $24 , 250 $2 , 096 . 75
GAGNQN, ROLAND T MAP 209-72 $64,250 $20,150 $1,855.76
MAP 209-15 $67,100 $20,850 $1,934.02
OALriM, RA^.P!-! *.. FRANCES MAP 412-10 $40,750 $34,750 $1,220.45
GARY, JEROME 3 D MAP 412-22.1 $175,850 $282,000 $10,068.12
MAP 412-22.2 $43,150 $948.37
GENDRON, WILFRED :, SHIRLEY MAP 209-66 $01,950 $10,650 $2,036.27
GENRES, ANDRE ',-. KATHLEEN MAP 203-19 $35,650 $51,750 $1,921.93
MAP 203-6 $1,050 $23.09
GENZLINCLTR, RODERT .<;.. MAUREEN MAP 401-13 , $71,650 $57,550 $2,176.53 C/U
GERMAN, RUSSELL S-. ANTOINETTE MAP 201-8 $27,200 $32,200 $1,306.21
GHIDCNI, DONALD i>. JUDITH MAP 402-7 $118,000 $54,900 $2,048.73 C/U
GIBBS, ORVILLE MAP 412-17 $15,000 $329.85
GIFFEN, MAUREEN MAP 203-4 $7,450 $20,050 $604.73
GILLESPIE, DONALD & MARK MAP 209-23 $33,750 $742.16
GONTHIER, RAYMOND !-. JUDY MAP 205-13.1 $15,800 $347.44
GONYEA, RODNEY :< TRACEY MAP 204-25 $43,950 $56,500 $2,208.90
GOSHEN FOREST TRADING CO MAP 207-1 $686,850 $2,501.76 C/U
GOULD, JOSEPHINE MAP 206-22 $16,400 $360.64
GOYETTE, RICHARD MAP 204-26 $58,550 $50,000 $2,337.01
GOYETTE, DOROTHY MAP 412-25 $30,450 $42,600 $1,606.37
GOYETTE, LEO it CHRISTINE MAP 208-8 $32,700 $22,500 $1,213.35
MAP 205-13.2 • $35 , 950 $11, 300 $ 1 , 039 . 03
GRADER, ELIZABETH MAP 401-13 $49,600 $143.35 C/U
GRANT, GEORGE it DEBORAH MAP 412-18 $4,100 $90.16
GRAY, GLEN & JUDITH MAP 209-55 $110,550 $69,300 $3,954.90
GREENE, RICHARD ?-: ELAINE MAP 401-10 $73,200 $29,450 $1 ,956 .69, C/U
GREENE, THOMAS it BARBARA MAP 402-2 $16,000 $351.04
GRIMES, WARREN MAP 202-15 $6,600 $145.13
GRISWOLD, RAYMOND it LILLIAN MAP 209-35 $75,800 $1,050 $1,689.93
" " MAP 209-36 $86,150 $48,950 $2,970.35
GUILLEMETTE, ALFRED it JOYCE MAP 209-13 $46,100 $25,500 $1,524.43
GUNDERSON, FLOYD MAP 204-41 $36,050 $44,700 $1,775.69
HADLEY , ROBERT MAP 204-7 $16,900 $31,050 $1,034.42
MAP 204-8 $6,650 $146.23
HADLEY, ROBERT E MAP 204-10 $32,300 $35.62 C/U
MAP 204-12 $35,950 $47.50 C/U
50
NAME DESCRIPITION LAND VALUE BUILDINGS TAX
HALL, BERNARD & NORCEN MAP 206-23 $52,350 $9 1 , WO $3,161 .'V
HALL , R KEITH Z, MARY MAP 203-3 4-52,400 $70 ,300 $2,698.17
HALLOCK, ROBERT JR ?-, JEAN MAP 204-27 $50,550 $73,100 $2,719.06
HALSTEAD, MARK ?. ARLINE MAP 201-10 $41 ,350 $54,100 $2,098.95
HAMEL, KENNETH Zt ARLINC MAP 208-27.1 $23,600 $518.96
MAP 203-16 $31 ,200 $109,000 $3,083.00
HAMILTON, LLOYD ". SHIRLEY MAP 412-13 $25,400 $54,550 $1 ,703.10
HAMILTON, RICHARD ?. BARBARA MAP 206-29 $32,600 $32,050 $1 ,421 .65
HAMILTON, ROBERT ?< BEVERLY MAP 205-16 $38,500 $33,400 t-2, 680.53
" MAP 204-49 $ 1 7 , 600 $54.54 C/U
LAKE 3UNAPCE SAVINGS CI MAP 404-13 $35 ,200 $56,250 $2,010.99
HA5ELT0N, DOUGLASS •'-. DEBORAH MAP 205-27 $ 19, 700 $13,750 $735.57
i IEBCRT , GEORGE Zt DEBQRA MAP 202-33 $34,750 $71 ,800 $2,341 .94
HE! KA, BRUCE Z>. MARY MAP 209-2 $41 ,050 $154,900 $4 ,300.94
MAP 209-3 $15,500 $4,100 $431 .00
HEMINGWAY. RAYMOND Z, ROBIN MAP 202-9 $30 , 750 $44,400 $1 ,652.55
HENDERSON, RONALD •"- KATHERINE MAP 412-5 $55 , 400 $80 , 700 $2,764.90 C/U
HEUSSER, F'AU^ 5- MARTA MAP 209-27 $32,300 $1 ,300 $733.86
., ,. MAP 209-28 $27 , 200 $598.13
,, .. MAP 209-21 .4 $350 $7 . 70
HILL RICHARD *. NANCY MAP 203-1 $35,350 $53,500 $1 ,903.81
HODGMAN, BRUCE & HENRIETTA MAP 203-11 $39 , 800 $55,450 $2,028.53
HODGMAN, FRANK JR ?j. YEVONNE MAP 205-11 $91 ,350 $37 , 600 $1 ,204.60 C/U
HODGMAN, ROBERT S< JEAN MAP 205-21 $30 , 1 00 $45,750 $1 ,667.94
HOLDEN , CLARA , MARK , WAYNE MAP 209-37 $101 ,650 $37,350 $3056.61
HOLMES, DAVID i- BABBITT , LINDA MAP 201-19 $39,700 $74,950 $2,521 .15
HOLT, HENRY & PR ISC ILL
A
MAP 209-109 $28 , 450 $625.62
HOOK, FRANK %, MARION MAP 209-16 $51 ,550 $27,100 $1 ,729.51
HOOPER , JOHN H MAP 201-39 • $35,950 $64 , 700 $2,213.29
HOOPER, JOHN 5c DEBRA MAP 202-1 $43,650 $38 , 050 $ 1 , 796 . 58
HOPKINS, JOHN ?! SUSAN MAP 207-3 $42,550 $34 ,400 $2,643.97 C/U
M ii MAP 410-3 $18,000 $15.83 C/U
HORN, WILLIAM Z VIRGINIA MAP 209-95 $33 , 850 $74,050 $2,450.26 C/U
HOWARD, ERIC MAF 406-9 $51 ,300 $1,128. 09
HOWARD , 1 IERBERT Zt MARGARETHA . MAP 406-4 $24,650 $66.15 C/U
" "/BALL, DAM I EN MAP 406-10 $25,805 $6,000 $699.39 C/U
„ ,. MAP 406-2 $1 ,800 $39.58
HOWARD, KATHERINE, EST MAP 406-3 $30 ,883 $57,050 $1 ,955.64
HOWARD, KATHERINE G EST MAP 408-8 $3,050 $67.07
HOWE , ALLEN/SONNICHSEN , SUSAN MAP 401-20 $26,200 $576 . 1
4
HUBERRY, ROBERT Zt NANCY MAP 401-6 $32,800 $17,350 $1 ,102.80
HUGHES, WILLIAM Z, PATRICIA M201-7.1 ,7.2 $128,300 $100,700 $4,935.71
HUNTER, DANIEL Z: HAZEL MAP 203-13 $29,300 $3 1 , 950 $868.08
" MAP 204-46 $1 ,400 $550 $42.20
" MAP 204-45 $400 $2,400 $61 .57
HUNTER, RICHARD S< VERA MAP 207-11 $28,300 $622.32
HUOT, YVETTE MAP 202-37.1 $60,200 $32,050 $2046.17
HURDLE, JAMES Z, LUCY MAP 209-78.01 $53,050 $10,750 $1 ,402.96
HUSTON, MILTON ?-. ELIZABETH MAP 402-14 $71 ,1750 $52,700 $2 ,736 . 66
ITALIANO, WILLIAMS S< JOAN MAP 209-79 $137,650 ' $63,650 $4,426.59
JANICKE, GARY %,. LINDA MAP 410-6 $44,650 $40 , 050 $1 ,312.55
" MAP 410-9 $15,350 $26.39 C/U
JENNINGS, EDWIN JR & SHIRLEY MAP 208-17 $24,450 $32,030 $1 ,242.44
JENNINGS, SCOTT MAP 208-22.2 $29 , 050 $638.81
JILLETTC, ARTHUR S-. DEATRICE MAP 206-20 $92,550 $43,800 $1 ,643.00 C/U
JILLETTE, BEATRICE/ELLIS/GRACE MAP 202-29 $54,800 $54,600
.
$2,405.71
JOHNSON, ERNEST Z>. HAZEL MAP 201-42 $11 ,450 $251 .79
JOHNSON, DODDRIDGE MAP 411-12 $50,450 $121 .16 C/U
JOHNSON, ELES MAP 209-59 $56 , 800 $22 , 200 $1 ,737.21
JOHNSON, HAZEL GLADUE MAP 208-31 $100,850 $61 ,800 $2,483.33 C/U
JOHNSON, MORTIMER Zi MARTHA MAP 209-69 $62,800 $18,850 $1 ,795.48
JONES, ANNA MAP 402-5 $47,000 $2,550 $473.10 C/U
JONES, DOUGLAS S, EDITH MAP 204-18 $63 , 400 $48,700 $2,415.03
JONES, JOHN Z, BARBARA MAP 401-7 $55 , 000 $40,150 $2,062.57 C/U
JORDON, DONALD S-. NANCY MAP 410-11 $67 , 800 $1 ,050 $375.37 C/U
KAMMERER, EDWARD 5, DEATRICE MAP 206-9 $42,950 $30,650 $1 ,618.46
1 :AVANAUGH , ROBERT MAP 200-27.3 $36 ,900 $42,300 $1 ,741 .61
KEACH, .;, ROBERTS, IDA MAP 204-15 $49 , 050 $19,600- $1 ,509.61
KELLY, LOUISE MAP 411-4 $46,900 $15.44 C/U
KEMPTON, RONALD MAP 201-25 $34,750 $67,800 $2,205.07
KENDALL , JOYCE MAP 209-85 $48,500 $35,500 $1,797.16
KENNELLY , MARY MAP 207-15.2 $38 , 500 $38,950 $1 ,703.13
KILLION, PAUL/MCRAE, PAULINE MAP 412-26 $34,250 $45,350 $1 ,761 .40
KILLORAN, JOHN ?, BARBARA MAP 206-14 $37,250 $31 ,650 $1 ,515,11
KONRAD , GERTRUDE MAP 402-3.1 $35,550 $58 , 550 $2,069.26
KGRDER, WALTER MAP 404-16 $72,400 $1 ,592.00
KOSCIELNIAK, MICHAEL Zt PATTI MAP 205-4 $33,400 $62,350 $2,1 10.54
51
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LCRADEiU!, SYDrJE> ' JR
LORD, 1'iARK
LUND , 1"RANK S< MARY
MAC I NT YRE, Rli:ki:e ;.: alice
MALLOC! i, JAMC/ HARRIET
MARLBO:r>OUGH, GAFJ'Y F
MARTIN , EVELYt
MASON HOWARD Zt JOSPEH I NE
MACT IN , ROBERT f. •. GHERRI
MAT50N , LARRY ?< LAURA
NAME DE5CRIPITI0N LAND VALUE BUILD I NEC TAX
KOSZELA, JOHN MAP 402-8 $46,150 * 1,0 14. 34
KRAIJGE, PAUL MAP 204-28 $52,850 $93,750 $3,173.73
LAB03SIERE, STEVEN MAP 203-9 $21,400 $48,850 $1,544.00
MAP 20 1 -37 $30 , 1 00 $ 1 3 , 250 1 , 063 . 22
MAP 411-15 $25,500 $560.75
MAP 411-21 $33,350 $36,200 $2,733.05
MAP 204-36 $30,950 $44,850 $1,616.34
MAP 203-22.21 $48,000 $60,050 $2,375.91
MAP 411-10 $75,050 $41.17 C/U
MAP 203-25 $43,050 $1,050 $969.76
MSP 206-1.2 $47,550 $92,550 $3,000.80
MAP 410-7.1 $59 , 550 $6 1 , 750 $2,1 77 . 59
MAP 4 1 0-7 .
2
$7 , 1 00 $156.13
LECLERC, GEORGE JR. MAP 410-3 $33,150 $20,600 $1,181.96
LEMPSTER ATHLETIC ASSOC MAP 402-9 $36,600 EXEMPT
LESLIE, RICHARD 0. JOAN MAP 406-13 $39,150 $52,400 $2,013.10
LESLIE, JOAN MAR 406-12 $58,150 $19,900 $1,139.85 C/U
LEW IN FOREST ASSOC MAP 411-13 $12,300 $270.48
LINDQUIST, NICHOLAS MAP 201-3.1 $61,950 $30.50 C/U
LINDSTROM, L /SAVAGE/WOQDROW MAP 209-110 $24,950 $33,000 $1,334.27
MAP 205-6 $38,200 $54,950 $2,043.37
MAP 201-27 $52,600 $58,500 $2,443.09
MAP 209-10 $15,550 $341.94
MAP 209-11 $17,350 $7,150 $533.76
MAP 204-33 $20,000 $34,600 $1,200.63
MAP 204-47 $37,900 $39,900 $1,170.32
MAP 205- 1
3
$26 , 400 $59 , 250 $ 1 , 333 . 44
MAP 201-20 $42,900 $39,300 $2,707.03
MAP 209- 1 07 $29 , 500 $23 , 400 $1,163.27
MAP 209-B9 $32 , 1 00 $ 1 5 , 450 $1,485.42
MAP 206-7 $36,100 $57,000 2,047.27
MAP 202-17 $52,850 $43,800 $1,685.53
MAP 209-70 $64,050 $22,850 $1,910.93
MAP 412-S $31,800 $18,150. $1,098.40
MAYER , i IEPMAN MAP 412-15 $45 , 450 $54 , 750 $2 , 203 . 40
MCCLELLEN, OLIVE MAP 204-43 $36,750 $808.13
MCCLOSKEY, ERNEST ?•: KATHLEEN MAP 209-51 $90,800 $51', 000 $3,113.18
MCCONOLOGUE, ANTHONY MAP 412-6 $54,250 $71,150 $2,513.11 C/U
" " MAP 411-5 $53,800 $25.51 C/U
MCDONOUGH, JOHN, KISMET AND MAP 412-1.2 $18,200 $400.22
CHAN, MICHAEL
" " MAP 411-17 $16,300 $369.43
MCE.LRAEVY , Jul IN MAP 206-33 $30,150 $663.00
MCGHEE, JANET MAP 201-11 ,$32,850 $22,750 $1,222.64
MAP 203-6 $6,600 $145.13
MAP 209-60 $60,400 $24,550 $1,863.05
MAP 202-2
1
$30 , 950 $13, 000 $ 1,076.41
MAP 204-32 $20,550 $16,150 $307.03
MAP 209-99 $49,950 $1,098.40
MAP 410-1 $32,750 $66,400 $2,180.31
MTuETI . JOSEPH b BARBARA MAP 207-5 $42,250 $45,100 $1,920.33
" " MAP 205-1 $30,250 $665.20
MILLER, ULRIKE MAP 203-20 $23,900 $62,300 $1,895.54
MIRABILE, MARSHA MAP 209-108 $46,150 $34,000 $1,762.50
MOEN, DAVID .!•• RICHARD MAP 209-21.1 $63,600 $1,393.56
MOEN, RICHARD ?•. CATHY MAP 209-33 $98,950 $46,250 $3,192.95
MOEN, 3HERRI MAP 204-42.2 $40,200 $29,300 $1,528.31
MORROW, MARION MAP 209-73 $60,150 $16,900 $764.73
" " MAP 209-14
(
$31,200 $636.09
MOUL, JAMES S, DONNA MAP 201-35 ' $50,300 $29,800 $375.32 C/U
MOUL, LILLIAN MAP 201-43 $68,300 $62,350 $1,733.24 C/U
KOUNTAINVIEW REALTY TRUST MAP 412-23 $21,900 $431.53
" " MAP 412-29 • $97,400 $147,150 $5,377.65
MOURATIAM,GIZELLA TRUSTEE OF MAP 406-6 $60,750 1,335.89
WATERFALS TRUST
M'JRGATROY , RAYMOND ?• MARTHA MAP 202-28.11 $47,650 $68,000 $2,543.14
MURGATRCY , RAYMOND 3R . MAP 207-13 $30,200 $13,350 $583.31
MURPHY, TIMOTHY JR 5< JEANETTE MAP 208-14 $32,700 $43,250 $1,780.09
MYGAYTT, PHILIP & ANDREA MAP 208-2 $30,550 $92,750 $2,661.37
" " MAP 203-3 $19,000 $417.31
NAGLE, LINDA MAP 209-114 $25,000 $21,350 $1,019.24
NASH, MARY ANN MAP 201-28 $49,550 $85,400 $2,706.38 C/U
NELSON, ARTHUR it ELIZADETH MAP 206-1.1. $52,550 $64,450 $2,572.83
" " MAF 202-31 $15,150 $333.15
NELSON, AUDREY MAP 207-15.1 $52,050 $54,050 $2,126.54 C/U






JOSEPH : ;< JUDITH




HERRI CAN , PAUL
MERRIGAN , PETER iU MELINDi
52
NAME DE5CRIPITI0N LAND VALUE BUILDINGS TAX
NELSON, PAUL MAP 209-103 1-34,300 $55,300 $1,992.29
NEUBERGER, DONALD i, BARBARA NAP 209-9 $77,400 $76,000 $3,373.27
NEUIIAUSER, ELINOR MAP 402-12 $13,750 $302.36
NEW EN6. FORESTRY FOUNDATION MAP 406-7 $33,900 $79.52 C/U
NEWELL, RONALD b MAY MAP 209-33 $109,300 $28,450 $2,149.52
NEWMAN, DORIS MAP 206-13 $85,300 $66,900 $1,597.95 C/U
NH ELEC. COG"' INC POWER LINES $388,732 $8,540.22
NIESSEN, WALTER 5< DOROTHY MAP 209-21.2 $67,900 $49,100 $2,572.83
" " MAP 209-21.3 $8,200 $180.32
NILSEN, ARNE 5, ETHEL MAP 201-30 $33,050 $53,550 $1,904.33
NIPO, ANTONIO MAP 406-1 $19,950 $438.70
NORDSTROM, JOSEPH MAP 209-53 $103,500 $19,550 $2,315.G2
NGYES, LORRAINE MAP 209-24 $44,000 $3,950 $1,054.42
NYE, GEORGE 5 ISACEL MAP 412-3 $30,650 $31,700 $1,371.03
O'BRIEN, JOANNE I. PAUL MAP 204-43 $34,800 $22,350 $1,256.73
O'CDNNELL MANAGEMENT CO MAP 408-1 $496,600 $760.68 C/U
O'CONNOR, EVELYN MAP 209-49 $97,250 $38,450 $2,984.04
C'CLAIR, DOUGLASS it ANN MAP 205-7 $38,050 $66,350 $2,295.76
MAP 208-27.4 $40,900 $78,200 $2,619.01
OLESCN, FREDRICK S< CHARLOTTE MAP 209-105 $22,600 $3,250 $568.44
OLIPHANT, MELVAIN I. CHARLOTTE MAP 201-26 $15,650 $2,900 $407.91
ORTS-IMAN, M. DEAN & TRALECE MAP 404-1 $26,050 $97,050 $2,720.16
OSGOOD, MICHAEL %: JOAN MAP 203-22.22 $48,250 $79,650 $2,812.52
OWENS, ELDON MAP 204-9 $4,700 $1,050 $126.44
OWNER UNKUQWM MAP 401-16 $23,700 $521.16
OWNER UNKNOWN MAP 401-9 $6,600 $145.13
OWNER UNKNOWN MAP 209-61 $3,200 $70.37
PEARSON, CHARLES MAP 204-39 $32,100 $25,050 $547.03
PAGE, ROMEO & PAULETTE MAP 201-6 $32,400 $16,450 $1,074.21
PALMER, RICHARD .?, KANDRA MAP 401-24 $46,050 $38,000 $1,843.26
PARMALEE, DENNIS & JANICE MAP 201-38 $36,550 $45,550 $1,805.38
PASQUALE, BERARDINO/ELISA MAP 207-9 $46,200 $91,350 $3,024.72
PATTI, CHARLES MAP 206-10 $23,850 $10,550 $866.41
PAVLIK, DAVID E< PHYLLIS MAP 411-1 $51,400 $72,850 $2,732.26
PELKY , LEON ?., MABEL MAP 209-63 $108,700 $13,650 $2,690.48
PELLETIER, ALLAN MAP205-12A $21,200 $466.19
PELLET I ER, PATRICIA MAP 205-12 $74,500 $40,800 $2,045.65
PERKINS, ELSIE MAP 412-33 $8,800 $11.61 C/U
PETERSON, ELWIN & PAULA MAP 407-2 $27,200 $6,700 $745.46
PETERSON, ISABELLE MAP 209-77 $119,200 $24,250 $3,154.47
PETERSON, 3HERRILL MAP 209-22 $33,750 $742.18
" " M 209-43,42.1 $110,750 $54,700 $3,633.25
PETERSON, WAYNE 5- NANCY MAP 411-19 . $21,150 $465.09
PETRCV, PAVAL ?, NANCY MAP 403-2 $36,150 $33,050 $1,631.66
PHF.TTEPLACE, EVERETT & BARBARA MAP 205-17 $11,000 $241.39
PIECZARKA, NELLIE MAP 201-41 $17,050 $374.93
PIKE, JOHN III ,ALAN, DAVID MAP 203-17 $56,450 $78,400 $2,965.35
" " MAP 203-7 $6,750 $6,050 $299.0=.
" " MAP 203-23 $61,750 $1,357.33
POCKETT, PAUL & WANDA MAP 208-23 $15,900 $19,650 $731.74
PORTER, RAYMOND MAP 209-20 $43,100 $25,100 $1,499.72
POWERS, THOMAS ?•: CARMELLA MAP 407-5 $68,300 $32,000 $2,663.06 C/U
" " MAP 401-5 $130,850 $22,500 $1,304.63 C/U
PRATT, HOWARD MAP 207-4 $2,850 $62.67
" " MAP 207-4.01 $4,800 $105.55
PRIOR, ROBERT ?< MARILYN MAP 206-31 $46,950 $94,250 $3,054.99
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH ELECTRIC LINE $116,325 $2,557.99
PURMONT, RITA MAP 404-19 $79,700 $65,200 $2,416.82 C/U
" " MAP 205-25 $156,400 $373.19 C/U
" " MAP 205-15 $39,000 $111.28 C/U
PURNELL,ANNE MAP 204-20 $51,800 $96,150 $2, (='48.34 C/U
" " MAP 204-23 $71,100 $7,900 $492.44 C/U
PETERSON, DANIEL ?.. TAMMY •'.- MAP 205-19 $25,600 $34,950 $1,331.49
KINIRY
RABDM3KA3, LUCILLE AND MAP 404-12 $49,400 $66,050 $2,533.75
ORLANDO, VINCENZA
RAITTO. JEFFERY Z-. CHERI
PEED, ROGER & SUSIE
RCCD, THOMAS ?, VICKIE
R'ETTER, ALAN & KRIGTEN
RICKEF.T, PAUL/CHAMPAGNE, f






MAP 412-12 $35 , 900 $74 ,800 $2,434.29
MAP 208-28
.
1 $40 ,600 $56 . 950 $2,145.12
MAP 203-28 2 $42 ,200 $76
i
1 00 $2,601 .42
MAP 402-3.: $40
, 1 00 $01
i
1 50 $2,666.29
MAP 407-3 $41 ,550 $913.68
MAP 202-37 2 $30 ,300 $38 , 050 $1 ,503.02
MAP 411-22 $36 ,850 $37. ,350 $2,731 .16
MAP 202-3 $50 ,700 $62 ,600 $2.491 .47
MAP 202-7 $11 ,450 $251 .79
MAP 202-23 $29 ,950 $653 . 60
MAP 412-21 $57 ,700 $44 ,950 $1 ,931 .04 C/U
DESCRIPITION LAND VALUE BUILDINGS TAX
„ „ MAP 412-19 #57,150 #822.54 C/ U
RGCHFCRD , PAUL MAP 209-94 #15,250 #14 ,400 #602.00
ROGERS , WARREN JR MAP 204-22 #53,100 #80 , 250 $2,739.32 C/U
ROLLING, LECN JR 5< WYNNE MAP DOS- 17 #21 ,600 .£57,350 $1 ,606.11
RD33, .JOSEPH GR,3ALAMN MAP 209—102 #30,300 #19,550- #1 ,096.20
ROUSSEAU, ALFRED 5. IDA MAP 209-92 #54 , 000 #30 ,200 $1 .35* .56
RUG SELL. . DONALD MAP- 208-27.2 #35 , 000 #93,300 #2,832.31
RUSSELL , GEORGE MAP 20S-10 # 1 , 800 #1 ,350 $267.13
RYAN, THOMAS & -JANET MAP 209-115 #34 , 600 #18 ,000 #1 ,156.67
5AGAL YN , JAMES , ANN , RAPHAEL MAP 407-9 #60,950 £38.00 C/L
SALMOIRAGHI . CREST I. ELINOR MAP 404-14 #43,450 #24 ,100 $] ,435 .42-
SAMPSON, HOWARD 3- PATRICIA MAP 206-4 #34,350 #66 ,400 $2,215.49
SAROEAh T . LAWRENCE MAP 202-26 . #62,050 $1 ,364.43
EC! HEREON, DEREK ?- MARIANNE MAP 410-13 #29 , 1 00 #639 .91
SCHGi.:N"ELDT , .70'; MAP 209-83 #43,050 #22 ,200 #1 ,434 .05
SCLNEMI, DARLENE MAP 203-25 #33,150 #59,950 1-2,047.27
SCKENDlER , C '';..VAW ;. VIRGINIA MAP 40 1 - 22 #122,500 #135, 400 #4 ,214 .65 C/U
" " MAP 401-12 #50,750 #221 .02 C u
" ' MAP A 1 - 1
4
#40,400 $177.90 :/ u
" " MAP 402-4 #25 ,900 #53.54 C/L
" " MAP 401-15 #4 , 950 .£7.26 C/U
SCHEMDLER, VIRGINIA MAP 401-23 . #115,450 #760.74 C/ IJ
SCRANTOH, JOHN ! LILLIAN M20Q-18,-21 #190 ,400 4-174,650 #5 ,060.43 C/U
SHAW , KENNETH-TRUST B MAR- 209-19 #31 ,700 #1 ,796.58
i. .. MAP 411-7 #62 ,300 #1 ,300.97
,. „ MAF 209-48 #7,250 #159.-13
SHEPARD, MADELINE AMP 202-10 #12, 250 #12,400 $542.05
SHERMAN, THOMAS ;-. MARILYN MAP 206-30 #44,350 #51 ,300 #2,053.34
SHIELDS, WILLIAM !-. PATRICIA MAP 202-32 #43,850 #33 , 450 $1 ,309.78
SHINNERS, PETER S< KATHLEEN MAP 206-12.1 #35 ,300 #47,100 $1 ,822.97
SILVER, RANDELL MAP 404-3 #14,000 $307.86
SKINNER, ROBERT A MAP 411-20 #32,650 #79,150 #2,403.43
SMITH, CARLYLE 5- HELEN MAP 412-23 $27 , 600 $2,727.34
>i ,. MAP 412-14 #27,600 $606.92
ii M MAP 412-24 #12,700 $279.27
SMITH, EUGENE S, DONNA MAP 202-22 #40,950 #29 ,400 $1 ,547.00
SMITH, FREDRIC Z- CHRISTINE MAP 205-26 #43,600 #89,600 #2,379.07
SMITH, FRED :• CHRIS !< MAP 209-31 #4,600 #350 $ 1 OS . B5
HAROLD 5< ETHEL
SMITH, ROBERT MAP 205- 1
7
$11 ,000 $241 .39
SMITH, ROBERT E JR MAP 412-20 #25,050 $550 .05
SMITH ROBERT 5< TERESA MAP 208-5 #33,400 #84,150 $2,584.92
SMITH. ROGER MAP 209-67 $36,750 #15,700 $2,252.33
30FMAN , LANE MAP 206-35 * 17, 750 * 13, 350 #683 . 39
SO'/'A, CHARLES -.. ALICE MAP 407-8 #95,750 £67,950 #1 ,350.10 C/U
STAIRS, ANTHONY ?- MARY ANN MAP 209-76 $65,750 #21 ,900 $1 ,927.42
STANWOOD, ROY MAP 207-11
A
#10,550 #231 .99
STARC! !ER , CHRISTOPI IER /ELAINE MAP 201-17 #33 ,000 #64,350 $2,250.63
5TARCHER, FAITH MAP 201-13 #37,650 #68,450 $1 ,893.34
STARR, MARIE MAP 206-23 #40,100 #73,050, $1 ,550.57
STEARNS, JULIA MAP 209-30 $67,850 #25,500 $2,052.77
3TEPHAN. DAVID i, PATRICIA MAP 204-13 #79 , 1 00 #118,550 #3,421 .01 C/U
STEVENS, KERRY Z, DEBORAH ,-1206-15,16,17 #44 , 200 #63,050 $2,051 .45 C/U
STEVENS, WILLIAM ?•-. MADELINE MAF 206- lb #89,500 #60 , 450 $1 ,497.00 C/U
" " MAP 206-26 #25,700 #3 , 800 $648.71
" " MAP 207-16 #18, 200 $4.22 C/U
STEVENS, WILLIAM I DEBORAH MAP 206-19 #32,450 #34,450 #1 ,471 .13
STRAW, ROBERT .:- MURIEL MAP 207-45 $39,450 #72,300 #3,556 .SB
,i .. MAP 209-46 #72,000 #2,250 $1 ,650 .35
GUAREI, RICHARD ?< TDNI MAP 202-14 #42,250 #83,700 #2,769.64
GUMAPEE NT. GRANGE MAP 204-3 #12,450 *42, 000 EXEMPT
" " MAP 202-27 #15,600 EXEMPT
TA7ARE3, GEORGE MAP 402-8A $5,600 $123.14
TENNEY , JOHN t- JEAN MAP 205-20 #36,100 $45,550 $1 ,795.^3









" " MAP 209-18.3 #50 , 750 $1 ,115.99
THERIAULT, MARCEL S< HILDA MAP 209-90 #50 , 500 #36 , 1 00 $1 ,904.33
THERRIEN, GORDON ?< HILDA MAP 209-116 #39,700 #32,050 $1 ,577.73
THGRNGEEN , JANET MAR- 407-4 #40,800 #23 , 800 #1 ,320.55
TOWNE , BERNARD MAP 401-17 #20,000 #21 .99 C/U
TRUELL, MICHAEL ;< JOANNE MAR- 203-16 #21 ,000 $461 .79
TURNER, MARY MAP 209-11 #17,350 #7,150 $533.76
„ „ MAP 209-10 #15,550 #341 .94
'.'ITALE, HENRY : CONNIE MAR- 209-47 #54,450 #5,300 $1 ,313.90
WALTER, JAMES ?< MARY MAP 206-3 #30 , 100 #112,600 $3,137.97
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NAME DESCRIPITION LAND VALUE DUILDINSS TAX
WARBURTCN, HARRY & CHERYL MAP 202-13 •$38,800 $50 , 450 i 1 ,962.61
WARBURTCN, VIRGINIA MAP 202-11 $18,550 $21 , 800 $7.70
., .. MAP 202-12 $16,850 $370.53
WARREN, PAUL I ME MAP 203-22 . 1 $36,500 $002.64
WATSON, lergy MAP 401-3 f42,250 $92? .08
.. .. MAP 407-7 $53 , 400 $1 ,174.27
WENTWORTH, DONALD = PAULINE MAP 209-44 $113,800 $37, S50 $3,334.78
WENTZELL, DEAN MAP 201-5 $36 , 500 $39, 800 $1 ,677.04
WCTMORC, !=,A;_Trp ;, DAISY MAP 209-101 $44,300 $28, 400 $1 ,598.67
ii .. MAP 209-117 $24,250 $530.26
WHITE, EDWIN & JEAN MAP 209- 1 2
1
$37,000 $79, 1 150 $2,505.14
WHITE, RICHARD ii BEVERLY MAP 201-12,13 $67,100 $SS.,350 $3,410. 35
WHITNEY , MARK S. JUDITH MAP 403-3 $07,450 $60 , i BOO $2,099.28 C/U
WHITNEY, RONALD S : LEONE MAP 206-21 $53,300 $41 ,050 $2,024.76
WIGGINS, FRANK MAP- 404-4 $19,200 $63.33 C/U
WILLEY, CHARLES 5< MARY MAP 205-9 $56 , 300 $1 ,238.04
WILLIAMS, ERIC MAP $7,200 $150 .33
WILLIAMSON, ESTHER MAP 412-11 $52,250 $72 ,450 $2,321 .04 C/U
MAP 404-15 $86,800 $6 , i)00 $683.8? C/U
WILCOX, BRUCE 5. LORI MAP 204-44 $41 ,600 $81 , 250 $2,701 .47
WILCOX, WILLIAM" ?•< HEIDI MAP 20B-22 $4 1 , 1 50 $25 ,200 $1 ,459.04
WINTERHOLER, BRYANT ?, KAREN MAP 201-40 $55,300 $70 ,450 $2,941 .16
W I SHAFT. ALFRED JR MAP 410 $8 ,000 $175 .92
WOOD, FREDRIC JR ?, DORIS MAP 203-10 $28,750 $61 , 1 00 $1 ,925.00
., ii MAP 204-42 .
1
$39,400 $23 ,750 Fl ,383.67
WOOD, FREDRIC III ?, STAGEY MAP 207- 1
4
$10 ,550 r-59 , 400 $2,197. -
:
WOODS, MAR!-:: & NANCY MAP 209-1 IS $09 , 000 $65 ,500 $2 , 2v7 .76
WOQDWORTH, FREDRIC JR ;.. ANITA MAP 209-1 12 $47,100 $39 ,300 $1 ,899.94
WORTH, TIMOTHY ?.-. DEBORAH MAP 201-3.3 $95,300 $22.65 C/U
WRIGHT, RALPH Z-. VIOLA MAP 203-6 $57,850 $67 ,
f
150 $2,748.75
WRIGHT, RICHARD & LILYAN MAP 205-8 $48 ,900 $58 ,950 2.371 .62
WYLIE, JAMES MAP 410 24 ,000 $527.76
YAGLOU . EDWARD MAP 403-4 $21 ,900 $25 .60 C/U
YORKSHIRE TIMBER CO MAP 401-1 $31 ,200 $21.01 C/U
,: II MAP 407- 1 $64,650 T-13.72 C/U
YOUNG , DONNA MAP 209-81 $36 , 050 $24 , 400 $1 ,329.30
YOUNO, EDWARD & FLORENCE MAP 204-24 $52,200 $64 ,900 $2,575.03
YURGELES, MICHAEL J< LAURA MAP 206-24,25 $53,400 $31 ,950 $1 ,372.77C/U
rACi-IARIADIO, NIC0LA03 "., FATTI MAP 202-35 $36,100 $53 ,200 $2,073.66







Village School about 100 years ago.





July 1, 1989 to June 30,1990
GOSHEN-LEMPSTER SCHOOL BOARD
Ellen Stetson Term expires 1991
Mary Walter Term expires 1992
Michael Shklar, Chairman Term expires 1993
John Hopkins, Vice Chairman Term expires 1994
Paul Vandervalk Term expires 1995
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #43 OFFICERS
Frank MacConnell, Jr., Chairperson Newport
Louie Elliott, Vice Chairperson Newport
Jacquelyn Rybicki, Secretary Croydon
Michael Shklar, Treasurer Goshen-Lempster






Superintendent of Schools Anne S. Segal
Assistant Superintendent Carl F. Knowlton
Director of Special Services Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Goshen-Lempster School District, in the towns of
Goshen and Lempster, in the county of Sullivan, in the state of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote in the district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School
Gymnasium in Lempster on the 16th day of March, 1991, at three o'clock p.m. to
act upon the articles set forth in the Warrant. Articles 1, 2, and 3 of the Warrant
covering the election of moderator, member of the School Board from Goshen,
and auditor will be acted upon at three o'clock p.m., and voting will be by official
ballot and checklists. The polls will remain open for this purpose from three
o'clock p.m. until at least seven thirty o'clock p.m. At seven o'clock p.m., the
remaining articles will be acted upon.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Goshen for the ensuing five
years.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE
MILLION SIX HUNDRED SIXTY ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY
THREE DOLLARS($ 1,66 1,293) as recommended by the school board, for the
suport of the schools, for the payment of salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of available income esti-
mated at ONE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED TWENTY
ONE DOLLARS ($168,621).
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THREE
THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT DOLLARS ($3,688) to increase the
time of the school nurse from one-fifth to two-fifths time.
ARTICLE 7.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,995.31
for the support of a half-time guidance counselor.
ARTICLE 8.
To see if the district will vote to no longer provide and fund the class of
kindergarten. (This article is submitted by petition.)
NOTE: Legal counsel for the district has indicated that a vote under this Article
will be advisory only.
ARTICLE 9.
To see if the district will vote to approve the following statement: We the
taxpayers ofthe Goshen-Lempster School District feel compelled to speak up to
the State and Federal Government protesting the prohibitive cost of our local
education. A large portion of this cost we have no local control over. We the
taxpayers ofGoshen-Lemspter district acknowledge that we also are responsible,
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in part for our present plight. However, the simple fact is we cannot afford the
ever-increasing taxes for the education of our youth.
(This article is submitted by petition.)
NOTE: Legal counsel for the district has indicated that a vote under this Article
will be advisory only.
ARTICLE 10.
To see if the district will vote to collect $1.00 per person per use, for any
non-student utilization ofthe gymnasium occurring in off-school hours. (Excep-
tions are the use of the gymnasium for public meetings.) The school board shall
be responsible for collection of this fee, and the funds shall be added to the
general fund of the Goshen-Lempster District School.
(This article is submitted by petition.)
NOTE: Legal counsel for the district has indicated that a vote under this Article
will be advisory only.
ARTICLE 11.
To see if the district will authorize the school board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action of the School district meeting, money from any
source which becomes available during the year, as outlined RSA 198:20-0b,
provided that (1) such money is used for legal purposes for which a school
district may appropriate money, (2) the school board holds a public hearing on
the expenditure ofsuch money before it is expended, and (3) the expenditure of
such money does not require the expenditure of other school district funds.
ARTICLE 12.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.

























Salary-Teachers 233168 260163 272998 280564 304438 314778
Salary-Aides 16000 83S6 6572
Salary-Substitutes 1900 5870 2000 8640 2000 5000
Health Insurance 20081 27564 34342 30941 34311 46918
Retirement 162S 2071 2092 2S96 3310 12907
Social Security 188SS 21568 21343 26627 23825 24463
Worker s Compensation 1400 10 1400 20 2243
Unemployment Corap. 1000 1000
Repairs to Equipment 6S0 711 800 633 500 3000
Tuition-High School 233350 253438 328200 300125 387863 434429
Supplies & Books 21080 28856 25400 21632 23340 27305
New Equipment 2S00 3023 500
TOTAL INSTRUCTION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Salary-Teacher 25200 18101 22084 23632 23800 24430
Other Services 17903 19075 20735 26384 20603 23500
Health Insurance 1566 1664 1863 851 2208 4422
Retirement 156 138 157 407 664 989
Social Security 2389 1960 2196 2196 2964 2432
Gifted and Talented
Salary-Aide 6603 6435 688S 6891 14742 7359
Tuition 76300 54208 75100 101440 1174S0 166630
Transportation 20000 27222 23500 45201 33308 35308




Salary-Nurse 2895 2948 3154 3154 3406 3406
Benefits 214 221 239 239 260 282
Supplies & Materials 338 287 400 420 600 550
TOTAL HEALTH SERVICES 3447 3456 3793 3813 4266 4238
SUPPORT SERVICES
Professional Materials 350 352 350 350 350 350


















9150 9150 9791 9790 10476 12299
569
687 687 742 742 806 941
287 287 261 243 260 876
1S0O 1302 1400 1347 1500 1000
3100 2969 3000 2386 3000 4700
TOTAL MEDIA SERVICES
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Salary-School Board 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050
Salary-Treasurer 325 325 325 325 325 325
Salary-Clerk 400 400 400 400 450 450
Salary-Moderator SO 100 50 50 50
Salary-Ballot Clerks 75 200 100 150 150
Salary-Auditor 300 100 100 100
Census 200 250 300
Supplies & Materials 2000 4418 2500 1228 2000
Insurance-Treasurer s Bond 100
Legal Fees 2000 381 1000 115 500 500
Dues & Fees 2505 1409 1502 110 217 1500
Truant Officer 100 50 100 150 100 100
SAU #43 Allocation 21966 22043 26472 26472 35692 36914
Employee Benefits
Purchased Services 100 50 100 100 100
TOTAL BOARD OF EDUCATION










37400 34603 38400 38400 41000 41650
2283 3033 5107 3275 5938
6166
294 486 535 2216
287 262 3141 3141 3439 3843
2810 2555 321
1100 1124 1100 2062 1800 1800
100 140 100 253 100 700
2570


























TOTAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
L6333 18063 22561 24049 2S294 31471
1740 2410 2865 5029 3000 1457
452 452 602 574 627 2241
1189 1189 1710 1753 1945 2408
1000 452 1000 2215 1000 2500
100 133 100 150 150
600 205 148 300 800
9500 8398 2000 2927 1000 1000
9955 4671 7402 9888 8131 6116
4000 4804 3000 6912 10100 10000
7000 7045 8000 12933 10000 10000






































GRAND TOTAL - ALL ACCOUNTS
4254 4254 4254 4254
20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000
10597 9945 9281 9281 7937 6565
140000 140000 140000 140000





NEWPORT SUNAPEE CROYDON LEMPSTER
Superintendent 28,752 23,118 1,854 6,276
Asst. Superintendent 25,395 20,422 1,638 5,545
Director Special Serv. 8,506 6,841 550 1,850
Other Personnel and
Office Expense 100,766 81,030 6,497 22,013
GOSHEN-LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ESTIMATED INCOME 1991 - 1992
Catastrophic Aid $12,000.00
Foundation Aid 91,591.00
School Building Aid 64,000.00




MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE GOSHEN-LEMPSTER SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 17, 1990
ON A MOTION BY EDWARD LECLAIR AND A SECOND BY DARLENE MORSE,
THE POLLS WERE OPENED AT 3 P.M. FOR THE PURPOSE OF VOTING ON
ARTICLES 1, 2 AND 3.
The business meeting was recessed until 7:00 P.M. by Moderator John Williams.
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 P.M. by Moderator John Williams. All
board members were present along with Superintendent Anne Segal and
Interim Assistant Superintendent John Luciano. Principal John Bonfiglio was
also present.
An explanation of the role of the public and the moderator was given by
Moderator John Williams.
ARTICLE 1: Moderator for One Year
John Williams was elected Moderator for a one year term by 143 votes. Other
votes cast were: Ted LeClair - 5, Kevin Onnela - 4, Arthur Jillette - 3, Phil Tirrell -3,
Michael Shklar - 2, and John C. Wirkkala, Michael Flynn and Charles Newton -
1
each.
ARTICLE 2: School Board Member/Lempster - 5 Years
Paul Vandervalk was elected for the 5 year term with 139 votes. Other votes cast
were: John Fabrycky - 68, Kevin Onnela - 1 7, Debra Wirkkala - 2, Ellen Stetson - 1
,
and Tom Moore - 1.
ARTICLE 3: Auditor - 1 Year
Don Allen was elected Auditor with 21 votes. Other votes cast were: Barbara
Chadwick - 13, Rhenda Elmore - 10, Barbara Weir - 5, Annette Howard - 4, Kevin
Onnela - 4, Ruth LeClair, Phyllis Clark, Rick Sheppard, Daryl Cady - 2 each, Sue
Hopkins, Darlene Morse, Milton Marsh, Jim Baker, Emily Fairweather, Ann
O'Clair, Fred Smith, Chris Smith, Tom Moore, Bob English, David Stephans, Nick
Scalara, Ken Roberts, Margaret Anderson, Rachel Tirrell, John Fabrycky and Ted
LeClair - 1 each.
ARTICLE 4: To Hear Reports
ON A MOTION BY EVERETT THURBER AND SECONDED BY HENRY FRANK,
ARICLE 4 WAS OPENED FOR DISCUSSION.
Edward LeClair began by explaining errors in the printed annual report. Bar-
bara Chadwick is listed as Treasurer and Auditor. She served as Treasurer but
not as Auditor. The Auditor will be voted on at this meeting. Cynthia Baron is
listed as District Clerk. Darlene Morse is serving in this capacity at the present.
Mr. LeClair also called attention to the budget as printed. An expenditure
column was added. Also in the construction of the warrant, Articles 8, 9, 10 and
1 1 are presented as separate additions to the budget. After discussion by the
voters - ARTICLE 4 WAS VOTED UNANIMOUSLY IN THE AFFIRMATIVE.
ARTICLE 5: Kindergarten (By Petition)
ON A MOTION BY KEVIN ONNELAAND SECONDED BY FLORENCE MICHAELS,
ARTICE 5 WAS OPENED FOR DISCUSSION. During discussion of Article 5, a
motion was made to recess for 15 minutes by Roger Edes and seconded by
Edward LeClair so many voters could move their vehicles. The Meeting was
recessed at 7:35 P.M. by Moderator John Williams. Vote to recess was unanimous
in the affirmative. Moderator John Williams opened the meeting at 7:50 P.M.
MOTION MADE BY GEORGE FAULKNER TO CEASE DISCUSSION. SECONDED
BY BRIAN WRIGHT. MOTION TO CEASE WAS VOTED UNANIMOUS. A REQUEST
WAS MADE FOR A PAPER BALLOT VOTE BY VIOLA WRIGHT. JOINING HER IN
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THE REQUEST WERE PAM WRIGHT, KEVIN ONNELA, DEBRA ONNELA AND
NANCY MOUL. The meeting was recessed at 8:05 P.M. until the balloting was
complete. Balloting was complete and the meeting opened at 8:30 P.M. RESULTS
OF THE VOTING WERE YES - 106 AND NO — 147. ARTICLE 5 WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 6: Budget Article
ON A MOTION BY VIOLA WRIGHT AND SECONDED BY EDWARD LECLAIR,
ARTICLE 6 WAS OPENED FOR DISCUSSION. Mr. LeClair gave an explanation of
the Budget. After much discussion, PAUL VANDERVALK MOVED TO AMEND
THE BUDGET TO 1.4 MILLION, SECONDED BY MARK CASEY. MOTION WAS
MADE BY VIOLA WRIGHT TO CEASE DISCUSSION, SECONDED BY BRIAN
WRIGHT. VOTE TO CEASE DISCUSSION WAS UNANIMOUS IN THE AFFIRMA-
TIVE. VOTE TO AMEND ARTICLE 6 TO 1.4 MILLION WAS DEFEATED BY A
VOICE VOTE. MOTION MADE BY VIOLA WRIGHT TO CEASE DISCUSSION AND
SECONDED BY HENRY FRANK. REQUEST WAS MADE BY DAVID KEELER FOR
A PAPER BALLOT VOTE ON THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE. JOINING IN THE
REQUEST WERE ROBERTA JACOBSEN, MARK CASE, JOAN OGDEN, THOMAS
OGDEN, NANCY JACOB AND PAUL VANDERVALK. MEETING WAS RECESSED
BY MODERATOR JOHN WILLIAMS UNTIL THE RESULT OF THE BALLOTING.
RESULTS WERE AS FOLLOWS: YES — 103, NO — 133. ARTICLE 6 AT 1.535
MILION WAS DEFEATED. GERALD STROUT MOVED TO APPROVE A BUDGET
OF 1 .495 MILLION. SECONDED BY VIOLA WRIGHT. VIOLA WRIGHT MOVED TO
CEASE DISCUSSION, SECONDED BY JIM WALTER. VOTE TO CEASE DISCUS-
SION WAS UNANIMOUS IN THE AFFIRMATIVE. A request was made by Philip
Keeler for a paper ballot. No onejoined him in the request. VOTE WAS TAKEN BY
A COUNT OF HANDS AND THE RESULTS WERE AS FOLLOWS: YES - 140, NO
-76. ARTICLE 6 WAS PASSED AT 1.495 MILLION.
ARTICLE 7: Deficit
MOTION BY GARDINER STETSON TO ACCEPT AS WRITTEN, SECONDED BY
SUE HOPKINS. Mr. LeClair explained the article. TOM MOORE MOVED TO
AMEND THE ARTICLE TO $25,000, SECONDED BY MARK CASEY. After much
discusion VIOLA WRIGHT MOVED TO CEASE DISCUSSION, SECONDED BY JIM
WALTER. VOTE TO CEASE DISCUSSION WAS UNANIMOUS IN THE AFFIRMA-
TIVE. VOTE TO AMEND TO $25,000 WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
MOTION MADE BY PATTI KOSCIELNAIK TO CEASE DISCUSSION, SECONDED
BY JOHN MICHAELS. VOTE ON THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE WAS TAKEN BY A
COUNT OF HANDS AND THE RESULTS WERE: YES — 125, NO — 8. ARTICLE 7
AS ORIGINALLY PRESENTED PASSED.
ARTICLE 8: Additional Instructional Personnel
MOTION BY EVERETT THURBER TO ACCEPT AS WRITTEN, SECONDED BY
VIOLA WRIGHT. After discussion DORIS ADLER MOVED TO CEASE DISCUS-
SION, SECONDED BY CHERYL MCGINNIS. ARTICLE 8 WAS DEFEATED BY A
VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 9: Guidance Counselor
MOTION MADE BY DAVID KEELER AND SECONDED BY PHYLLIS CLARK FOR
DISCUSSION. After discussion, MOTION MADE BY GARDINER STETSON AND
SECONDED BY GERALD STROUT TO CEASE DISCUSSION. VOTE TO CEASE
WAS UNANIMOUS IN THE AFFIRMATIVE. ARTICLE 9 WAS DEFEATED BY A
VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 10: School Nurse (1/5 Time to 1/2 Time)
MOTION MADE BY PATTI KOSCIELNAIK AND SECONDED BY KEN WILSON
FOR DISCUSSION. After discussion MOTION BYWENDYBROWNAND SECOND-
ED BY FRED SMITH TO CEASE DISCUSSION. VOTE TO CEASE WAS UNANIM-
OUS IN THE AFFIRMATIVE. ARTICLE 10 WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
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ARTICLE 11: Secretary (part time to full time)
MOTION MADE BY JUAN BOARDMAN AND SECONDED BY VIOLA WRIGHT
FOR DISCUSSION. AFter discussion MOTION MADE BY RONALD PEPIN,
SECONDED BY MIRIAM CHAPMAN TO CEASE DISCUSSION. VOTE TO CEASE
WAS UNANIMOUS. ARTICLE 1 1 WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 12: High School (By Petition)
MOTION MADE BY MARK CASEY TO WITHDRAW THE ARTICLE, SECONDED
BY RALPH KEELER. VOTE TO WITHDRAW WAS BY A VOICE VOTE AND WAS
UNANIMOUS IN THE AFFIRMATIVE.
ARTICLE 13: Authorize School Board to Apply, Accept & Expend Grants, Etc.
MOTION BY PETER HILL AND SECONDED BY GERALD STROUT TO ACCEPT
ARTICLE AS WRITTEN. VOTE TO ACCEPT AS WRITTEN WAS UNANIMOUS IN
THE AFFIRMATIVE BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 14: Other Business
Board member Michael Shklar addressed the voters to ask their assistance in the
matter of Sunapee breaking off from the SAU. "Who should this district go with
should the break-up occur?" It was the consensus of the voters that more
information was needed before a decision could be reached.
Mr. LeClair announced that a committee is being formed to look into forming a
high school and anyone interested in serving on this committee should add their
names to the sign-up sheet in the hallway.
Patricia Nash questioned the disposal of garbage from the school. The School
Board and the Selectmen from both towns (Goshen and Lempster) will be
discussing this in the near future.
MOTION MADE BY CHERYL MGINNIS, SECONDED BY WILLIAM MCGINNIS TO
ADJOURN THE MEETING. VOTE TO ADJOURN WAS UNANIMOUS BY VOICE








To the Citizens of Goshen and Lempster
It is with great pleasure that I submit my first annual report. Even though I have
been associated with SAU 43 for the past nine years, this is the first year I have
had the opportunity to work with the school staff and the school board. I have
been very impressed with the commitment they have to the education of the
students attending the Goshen/Lempster Cooperative School. Even though the
resources available to the school are limited, the teachers find ways to provide a
variety of educational opportunities that stimulate the intellect and excite the
senses. The teachers and Mr. Bonfiglio are dedicated professionals, the likes of
which are not easy to find in these days of the "me generation".
Everyone knows that we are in the middle of difficult economic times. That
knowledge was taken to the bargaining table when the school board and the
teachers sat down to begin negotiations this fall. After several meetings the
teachers agreed to stay with their present agreement and salary schedule
except for two changes. The teachers accepted a less expensive health plan
which will reduce health insurance costs by five percent. The Board agreed to
allow the teachers to take an additional professional day to attend a workshop
or conference, which could cost the district $450 if everyone took a professional
day. Most full time teachers will receive a $600 raise or $3.24 a day more than
they earned this year. I think the tax payers in Goshen and Lempster have been
very well served by their school board through its negotiations with the teachers.
It has been a pleasure to get to know the school people associated with the








January of 1990 was the start of a new year and the beginning of a new era for
the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School. Students, teachers and community
members had just begun full use of the new facility. Plans involving new pro-
grams and activities quickly took shape; the new school was in gear. There were
many activities that involved staff and students throughout the year; some of
those activities were:
January
Ms. Pedley's Resource Room students and several other students performed a
puppet show for parents and students. The show, "Kids On The Block", consisted
of skits involving various disabilities. After the show, the students were able to
ask the "Kids" questions about their handicaps.
February
An International 4-H Youth Exchange student, Ms. Colony Barrett, made a
presentation to 7th and 8th grade students on the customs and government of
the United Kingdom.
An award assembly was held to recognize the players and coaches of the
intramural basketball teams that had been competing during January and
February.
The Quiz Bowl finals were held for students and parents on the evening of
February 22. A total of twenty-two teams have been competing in weekly
matches that were coordinated by Ms. McGinnis and Mr. Purmort. In the Grade
5/6 division the winning team consisted ofTeddy Davis, Patrick Ash, Ryan Skeie
and Chris Roach; runners-up were Ian LeClair, Edward Bruno, Chris Moore and
Robert Smith. In the Grade 7/8 division, the champions were Gina Sargent, Doug
Harrison, Kevin Onnela and Justin Montgomery; the second place team con-
sisted of Milissa Norris, Wendall Shepard, Matt Abraham and Tom Moore.
Amy Jacobsen was cited as the Sullivan County DAR essay contest winner in the
fifth grade age group.
March
Ms. Brewer's Eighth Grade Class placed second in the Middle School level for the
Historical Pictorial Map competition. The distinction was cited by Mr. Carter
Hart, Curriculum Supervisor for the State Department of Education.
Nearly 6,000 students (grade 2 - 5) competed in the New Hampshire Dairy
Council Poster Contest. Six students from the Goshen-Lempster School received
recognition: Kristie Pockett for outstanding achievement, while honorable men-
tions went to Melissa O'Clair, Stacy Koscielniak, Nathan Powell and Tammy
Magoon.
International 4-H Youth Exchange student Nancy Tullar provided a "tour" of
Portugal via a slide program for students in kindegarten through the eighth
grade.
April
Each class was scheduled for a trip to the recently opened Christa McAuliffe
Planetarium where the students viewed a program about the planets and
participated in interactive learning stations.
The Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School yearbook tradition began as an
Eighth Grade project conducted by Ms. Brewer and several of her English
students.
Ms. Lori Pedley presented a New Hampshire quilt to a class in the U.S.S.R. (Kiev).
Each of the nine squares of the quilt, portraying our state, were created by the
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Goshen-Lempster students Tom Hill, Tyler House, Nathan Waterman, Chris
Moore, Jason DiSanto, Penny Cranshaw, Billy Baker, Amber Shields and Todd
Matson.
May
The Science Fair was held on the evening of May 17, with an estimated five
hundred people in attendance. The P.T.C. awarded cash prizes for first, second
and third place projects. Students who were cited for their projects were:
Grades 7 & 8:
Todd Matson (Volcanoes)
Tina Hanson (Green House)
Erin Brow (Crystal Garden)
Beth Clark (Ozone Layer)
Grades 4, 5 & 6
Grades 1, 2 & 3:
Carlee Shields (Clouds)
Dan Sherman (Diabetes)
Teddy Davis (Pedal Power)
Nancy Wirkkala (Windlass)
Betsey Edes & Jennifer Jones (Whales)
Julie Young (Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow)
Christy Ash (Saving the Elephants)
Josh Starcher (Sharks)
Also on the evening of May 17, Ms. Moul and her Art students displayed their
work about the halls in the Art exhibit.
On May 15, Ms. Tirrell invited the grandparents of students to school to have
lunch with their grandchildren on a day declared as Grandparents' Day.
Ms. Maxfield's and Ms. Parson's classes participated in a science project that
created a memorial walkway at the front entrance of the school. About 300
plants were started in March and were sold and planted in the memory of
departed loved ones.
Mr. Ekstrom's telecommunications in the classroom project received a $100
award from the New Hampshire Association for Computer Education. This is
one of several grants and awards that Mr. Ekstrom has received for the program.
The program, called GEARS (Goshen-Lempster Educational Amateur Radio
Society)., has been named as one of the top educational projects in the state.
June
Two Eighth Grade students (John Patten and Justin Montgomery) were
awarded full scholarships by the Lempster Coservation Commission to attend
the New Hampshire Youth Conservation Comp. One hundred students in the
state attended the camp which involved instruction in forestry, wildlife man-
agement, soils and water resources.
Students in grades 4 and 5 traveled to the Boston Museum of Science. While at
the museum, they viewed a program at the Mugar Omni Theater. The bus
transportation was paid for with earnings from the students school dances, and
the admissions were paid for with the proceeds from a quilt raffle. The quilt was
an Art project under the direction of Ms. Moul.
The first Eighth Grade graduation in the new gymnasium was held on the
evening of June 22. Naomi Bugbee was the class valedictorian; Matthew Abra-
ham and Amber Shields were Co-salutatorians. Mr. John Hopkins issued diplo-
mas, and Reverend Lillian Warner gave the invocation and the benediction. A
reception for the graduates followed the ceremony with refreshments, flowers
and graduation cake being provided by the P.T.C.
On Saturday, June 23, the Cragin family was honored for their gift of land to the
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school district in a dedication ceremony for the new school addition. Mr. Ted
LeClair made introductions; Mrs. Doris Newman presented the flag; Mrs. Francis
Wirkkala performed the National Anthem; Cub Scout Troop 31 7 led the salute to
the flag; Ms. Purly Gates provided musical selections; State Senator George
Disnard delivered the address; and the Reverend Warner and Father O'Connor
gave the invocation and benediction. The ceremony concluded with the unveil-
ing of the Cragin Memorial Playground monument in honor of the family of
Horce and Lois Cragin.
July
A beautiful new playground unit was constructed through the efforts of the
P.T.C. and community volunteers. The P.T.C. conducted a series offund raisers to
provide money for a playground plan and for materials. Community members
(PTC, parents, grandparents and friends) gave up several week-ends to make
the concept a reality. The International Work Camp, under the direction of Mr.
Ted LeClair, also contributed to the effort. The efforts paid off; the playground
was completed in December and will be open to the students in the Spring.
August
School opened for the 1990-91 school year on August 28; this marked the first
official school opening in the completed new school facility. This additional
space, the new gym and the new lunchroom provided the opportunity to develop
a plan for a year of activities and programs for the students. The new building
has served to increase the potential of the overall educational program, the
potential of each student's achievement, and the potential of each teacher's
creative and professional output.
Three new faces appeared among the staff this new school year. Ms. Kelly
Rochford of Newport replaced Ms. Frances (Kitty) Smith as Kindergarten
teacher. Ms. Jean Chandler of Sunapee succeeded Ms. Lilian Bryce in Chapter I
Reading. Ms. Ethel Nilsen of Goshen and Ms. Doris Ellis of Sunapee became
special classroom aides as part of a handicapped student inclusion program.
September
The school has truly become the center of the Goshen-Lempster community
with citizen groups using the building every week-day afternoon and/or evening.
The building is currently being used by Tiger Scouts, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts, Boy
Scouts, 4-H, mens' basketball, adult volleyball, and an aerobics group.
Volunteering is at an all time high at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School.
On a regular and ongoing basis, there are parents that give their time as
classroom aides; such people as Ms. Trisha Caron, Ms. Dorene Young, Ms. Tracy
Bevilacqua, and Ms. Kathy Rutter to mention some. Ms. Esther Jensen ofGoshen
volunteers three afternoons per week to help in the office. Occasionally, citizens
will offer their talents to enhance classroom activities such as Mr. Stetson
demonstrating the musical saw. Other people have offered services in a number
of ways; Mrs. and Mrs. LeClair, Mr. and Mrs. Luppold, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter, Mr. and Mrs. Cady, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis, and Mr. and Mrs. Scalera to
mention a few.
The faculty began a two year review of the mathematics curriculum to bring it in
line with the latest research and standards recently published by the National
Council ofTeachers of Mathematics. Last Spring the faculty completed its review
of the language arts curriculum. The teachers are continually involved in college
course work and staff development which results in their bringing a wealth of
ideas and knowledge to the curriculum work sessions.
P.T.C. President Mary Walter stepped down, and Ms. Daryl Cady was elected to
the position. The members applauded Ms. Walter for her outstanding leadership
over the past several years. Ms. Jane Skeie remained as Vice President; Ms.
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Sharon Parsons became Secretary; and Ms. Chris Smith continued as Treasurer.
This was the meeting at which the idea ofthe Christmas Crafts Fair was born, the
brain child of Ms. Parsons and Ms. Maxfield.
October
Local field trips were organized for several classes:
Nurse Marilyn Sherman invited the third and fourth grade classrooms to a
Health Fair that she had coordinated in Sunapee.
Ms. Rochford's Kindergarten class spent a morning picking apples and making
cider.
Mr. Ekstrom's fifth grade class enjoyed an afternoon at Cricenti's Bog.
November
Open House was held on the evening of November 8. Parents visited with the
teachers and viewed some of the activities and projects that the students had
been involved in. Librarian Cheryl McGinnis held a Library Book Fair, and the
Eighth Grade class provided refreshments.
The first annual Goshen-Lempster Christmas Crafts fair was held at the school
on Sunday, November 18. The idea was developed over the summer by teachers
Ms. Parsons and Ms. Maxfield and presented to the P.T.C. in September. An
incredible amount of preparation, work and time went into making the event a
success. Teachers and parents worked with student craft groups many after-
noons after school to ensure that the children had an equal chance to be
involved. Many parents and all staff members participated in the Fair. The
proceeds from the Fair went toward completing the playground.
A brand new flag pole for the school was fashioned from a tree by the boy scouts
under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Walter. It was raised at the site ofthe Cragin
Memorial, replacing the old flag pole that was cut by Mr. Charles Newton in the
1960's.
December
The Holiday Concert was held on the evening of December 20. The program was
presented as a skit that was an original play, entitled The Christmans Wish,
written by Ms. Gates and sixth grade student Ian LeClair. Musical selections
were performed by the students, and many students participated as actors,
extras, script readers, stage crew and lighting crew.
Many events make up a school year. While it's wonderful to have a facility that
accommodates activities and events, it is necessary to have the people with the
knowledge, the creativity and the energy to bring those programs about. The
staffofthe Goshen-Lempster School constitutes a group of quality professionals
who apply themselves beyond the call of duty. That ingredient combined with a
great deal of support from the School Board and Superintendent Segal's office
and combined with giving parents who donate their time unselfishly, results in a




SPECIAL SERVICES DIRECTOR'S REPORT
1990
The beginning ofthe 1 990-91 school year saw SAU #43 being reorganized to deal
with the loss of Kearsarge Regional School District to SAU #65. A Special
Services Unit was created to be responsible for Special Education and Supple-
mental Services such as Chapter I programs, and Federal Programs and Grants.
Special Education programs throughout the SAU are going through a funda-
mental change in philosophy and focus in service delivery. These changes are a
result of new Federal laws and regulations, and reflect the thinking of parents
and advocacy groups for the handicapped.
When Special Education programs first started in New Hampshire, they were
largely separate classes for handicapped children. As time moved on, resource
room programs were created that pulled students out of classes for periods of
time to obtain extra assistance. Other specialists to work with handicapped
children were hired and these folks also pulled the students out of classes to give
them special help and assistance. For many handicapped children, their day
consisted of classes filled with a variety of interruptions.
We are now looking at ways of providing Special Education services to handi-
capped children that will maximize their chances to attend classes with non-
handicapped children. We want to give handicapped children normal models of
language and social behavior. We want to reduce the number of interruptions in
the classroom schedule by providing services within the context of regular
classes. In order to bring this about, regular class teachers will require additional
support in their classrooms. Regular class teachers will need to benefit from
additional training and help on dealing with special needs children.
In the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District, we are beginning to move
in these new directions. Special students are becoming involved in regular class
programs more and more. We are seeing good effects for these children. For a
small school district, we have special education programs and services that
would make any district proud!
Our Chapter I programs work with students who need just a bit more help with
reading or math skills. This Federally funded program makes a real difference to
help students keep up with their classes and experience success in reading and
math. A teacher and a classroom aide are employed in the Goshen-Lempster
Cooperative Chapter I program. The Chapter I room is an interesting and
exciting place to visit. We really appreciate the efforts of the staff to help
students to succeed in reading and math!
Strangely enough, the amount of Federal funds we receive to operate Chapter I
programs is related to the number of children who receive free or reduced cost
school lunches. I would encourage families in these tough economic times to
apply for reduced or free school lunch. The application process and receipt of
lunch is kept completely private. You end up helping your children twice over as
well!
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School receives the services of dedicated special
education teachers and aides. Special education students who need either extra
assistance or course work geared to their unique abilities are provided with
appropriate activities. These consulting teachers, resource room teacher, self
contained classroom teacher, aides and related service professionals are really
involved in the efforts of special students to be productive and successful.
Special education students above grade eight have the opportunity to enroll in
the special education programs at the Keene Vocational Center, Newport High
School or Sunapee High School.
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The Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School Distict is fortunate to have commit-
ted regular and special class teachers, willing to put forth the efforth to make
education an experience that will include every student to the best of their
ability. The regular class students have also shown a really good attitude about
accepting special education students and making them full members of their
classes. We look forward to a new year filled with student and program growth.
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.
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PUPIL STATISTICS
School enrollment for the last 13 years on the opening day of school







1977-78 24 17 14 12 13 18 11 18 127 67 194
1978-79 20 17 15 18 6 15 19 41 7 158 62 220
1979-80 20 18 18 14 20 8 10 19 12 139 60 199
1980-81 23 20 15 22 15 20 6 8 13 142 64 206
1981-82 16 21 19 14 22 16 14 9 11 142 56 198
1982-83 15 26 20 13 21 17 20 9 11 152 60 212
1983-84 17 13 11 25 19 12 35 16 9 157 61 218
1984-85 18 22 15 13 19 24 14 26 1 152 51 203
1985-86 21 20 21 22 16 21 24 14 159 61 220
1986-87 15 31 18 22 21 18 14 18 22 179 63 242
1987-88 20 29 26 23 23 23 20 15 20 199 66 265
1988-89 21 29 29 26 19 21 25 21 17 208 77 285
1989-90 29 20 23 30 25 24 24 24 21 220 73 293
1990-91 24 38 17 26 31 23 20 22 23 224 74 298
Eighth Grade Graduation —June 22, 1990
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